Toy Train Auction Lot Descriptions
January 19, 2013

STOUT AUCTIONS

1 Cast iron school, touring, and or passenger bus with steel wheels approximately 5 inches long. Appears to be in original
paint. Unmarked.

2 Cast iron school, city, touring, and or passenger bus, 5 inches long. Appears to be in Mint original paint. Tires have
disintegration. Unmarked.

3 Cast iron touring/passenger bus with steel wheels, approximately 5 inches long. Appears to be in original paint.
Unmarked.

4 Cast iron Twin Coach city/passenger bus 5 inches long with steel wheels. Appears to be in original paint. Unmarked
except for Twin Coach.

5 Cast iron city, school, touring, and or passenger bus 5 inches long with steel wheels. Appears to be in original paint. Some
casting numbers, otherwise unmarked. Rust.

6 Cast iron Arcade scraper, L.G. Everist Inc. A little very minor very light surface rust on scraper axle, otherwise Mint.
Approximately 8 inches long. Rubber tires don’t appear to have flat spots.

7 Cast iron Arcade 312 5 inch long bus, city, passenger, school, and or touring with steel wheels. Appears to be in original
paint.

8 Early cast iron toy, Avery steam powered farm tractor with steel wheels. Appears to be in original paint. Unmarked other
than Avery. Approximately 4-5/8 inches long.

9 Cast iron Arcade 318 double decker bus with driver and one passenger with rubber tires. Rubber tires don’t appear to have
flat spots. Appears to be in original paint. Approximately 7-5/8 inches long.

10 Cast iron Arcade Greyhound Lines passenger bus 438, 8-7/8 inches long. Light shrink cracks in rubber tires. Appears to
be in original paint.

11 Cast iron Twin Coach passenger/city/touring bus with steel wheels, 8-3/8 inches long. Appears to be in original paint.
Unmarked other than Twin Coach. Some gold trim paint remains.

12 Cast iron Arcade 385 Greyhound Lines GMC 7-1/2 inch bus. Appears to be in original paint. Very little shrink cracks in
tires.

13 Cast iron Arcade Yellow Parlor Coach 13-1/8 inches long, touring/passenger bus with steel wheels and driver. Appears to
be in original paint.

14 Cast iron Arcade Fageol Safety Coach, 12-1/4 inches long with driver and rubber tires. Some tires show some shrink
cracks. Appears to be in original paint.

15 Cast iron Arcade National Trailways System 3870 travel bus with rubber tires. Tires show very little if any shrinking. Bus
measures approximately 9-1/4 inches long. Appears to be in original paint.

16 Cast iron Arcade 314 travel/city/touring bus with driver and rubber tires, 9-3/8 inches long. Tires have disintegration. Bus
appears to be in original paint.

17 Cast iron Arcade Mack Gasoline truck, 13 inches long with driver and rubber tires. Tires have some disintegration.
Appears to be original paint.

18 Cast iron tractor with steel wheels, driver, and steering wheel. Tractor measures approximately 6-3/8 inches. Appears to
be original paint. Unmarked.

19 Cast iron Arcade McCormick-Deering Farmall tractor with rubber tires, driver, and steering wheel. Appears to be original
paint, tires have some distortion/flat spots. 7-1/8 inches long.
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20 Cast iron Arcade McCormick-Deering grain wagon with horse team and removable buckboard. One horse is missing a
front leg. 12-3/8 inches long. Appears to be original paint.

21 Cast iron tractor with driver and steel wheels, 5-3/4 inches long. Driver is missing an arm and steering wheel. Paint
appears original.

22 Cast iron Arcade children’s kitchen toys, Roper stove oven, two refrigerators, sink, three chairs, and two tables (one table is
missing a leg and part of side/corner). Rust and flaking paint. Items in this lot are sold as they are shown in our photos
with no returns.

23 Sixteen military soldiers, Grey Iron? All appear to be in original paint. Flag wavers measure approximately 4-1/2 inches
tall.

24 Twelve military soldiers, scouts, and cowboy, Grey Iron? All appear to be in original paint. Flag wavers measure
approximately 4-1/2 inches tall.

25 Pressed steel Keystone Moving Van Long Distance Moving, Packard truck. Outside of rims and both back doors are older
repaints. Rest of paint and decals appear to be original. Truck measures approximately 27 inches long.

26 Pressed steel Buddy L Transportation Company bus, 29 inches long. Missing one hubcap. Older restoration.
27 Modern era Marklin G scale? 19035 Fire Truck and Tank Trailer in original box, C9-10. Box shows a little light wear.
28 Aluminum Model Toys Model Ford Tractor in original box. Tractor has some super tight hairlines at a couple rims. Rear
wheels fit rims, but will not stay on if moved/rolled. Still looks nice. Box has crushing to top and a side panel. box has a
small tear to an end flap, and a little white paint. Otherwise it is very solid and should restore to look very nice.

29 Strombecker Deluxe true scale Play Furniture No. 91-500 Living Room, in original box. Pieces look C7 to C9-10, some
pieces have original decals. Box looks nice C7-8.

30 Strombecker Deluxe true scale Play Furniture No. 92-500 Dining Room, in original box. Pieces look C7 to C9-10, some
pieces have original decals. Box looks nice C7-8.

31 Strombecker Deluxe true scale Play Furniture No. 93-500 Bedroom, in original box. Pieces look C7 to C9-10. Box looks
nice C7-8.

32 Strombecker Deluxe true scale Play Furniture 94-325 Bathroom, missing one piece. Rest looks C7 to C9-10. Box looks
nice C7-8.

33 Strombecker true scale Deluxe Play Furniture in original box, missing one piece. Rest looks C7 to C9-10. Box looks nice
C7-8.

34 Strombecker Deluxe true scale Play Furniture in original box, 96-500 Nursery. Items look C9-10. Box looks C7.
35 Keystone Model 510 Prefabricated Doll House, empty original box with wrapping paper and original instructions sheet
with repairs. Box has old tape residue, marker writing on lid, punctures, etc. Box is fairly square and solid.

36 metOsul Portugal diecast toy No. 1113 Mercedes Benz Camiao De Transporte in original box, C9-10.
37 Marklin 8036 Kaelble-Hinterkipper diecast dumping truck in original box with insert, C9-10. Box looks C8-9. Little ding
in one end of box with original? price sticker.

38 Cast iron Harley-Davidson motorcycle with side car. Rider has a cap and short pants. Bike is twin cylinder with muffler
and shark fin exhaust tip. Detail shows bicycle pedal kick starter. Sidecar has two holes in seat for passenger(s). Cast iron
wheels. Piece appears to be in original paint with no repairs or damage. Sidecar appears to have 5 and 1986 mold
numbers, one side of motorcycle appears to have corresponding numbers. Motorcycle measures approximately 6-1/4 inches
long.
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39 Supermini 1513 Mercedes-Benz Basculante in original box, made in Brazil. Looks C9-10.
40 Marklin Ackerschlepper 8029 Lanz Bulldog farm tractor in original box, C9-10 with original pin. Box has skinning on one
end panel and a very small hole in a side panel. Box is very square and solid with no torn or missing flaps.

41 CKO Bahnbus Nr. 441 Deutsch Bundsbahn lithographed tinplate friction toy in original box, minor oxidation to roof,
otherwise C9-10. Box has price tag skinning to an end panel. Otherwise square and solid with no torn or missing flaps.

42 Lonestar Routemaster Bus catalog number 1259 in original box, C9-10. Box shows minor wear and tear. Square and fairly
solid.

43 Huber cast iron steam tractor in original paint. Measures approximately 7-3/4 inches long.
44 Dinky Toys 972 20 ton Lorry Mounted Crane, 984 Atlas AB1702 excavator, and 915 Truck Hire Co. A.E.C. articulated
lorry and trailer, C7 to C9.

45 Arcade cast iron sedan automobile in original paint, 3-7/8 inches long. Tires have shrinkage.
46 Cast iron two door automobile in original paint. Wheels maybe reproduction, marked USA. 3-5/8 inches long. Car might
say Austin on sides.

47 Cast iron marked on inside USA and embossed on sides with Austin, delivery truck in original paint. Truck measures
approximately 3-5/8 inches long.

48 Cast iron water hand pump for well, operating toy. Toy looks C7. Appears to be in original paint.
49 Cast iron Lipman compressor salesman sample/advertising paper weight. Original patina. Measures approximately 3-1/4
inches long.

50 Cast iron Hubley Huber steam roller 3-1/2 inches long, front wheel is wooden. Appears to be in original paint.
51 Two Marklin 8032 Treibstoff-Tankwagen Aral Mercedes Benz oil/petroleum tankers, C8-9. One box has rippling. Boxes
are square and solid with no torn or missing flaps.

52 Arcade cast iron 232 dump truck in original paint, hubcaps may be repaints. 4-1/4 inches long.
53 Arcade cast iron stake side bed truck in original paint, 4-1/8 inches long. Truck may have 150 2 mold numbers.
54 Hubley cast iron Bell Telephone truck, 3-3/4 inches long. Appears to be in original paint, some shrink cracks to some tires.
55 Cast iron dump cart on frame with steel wheels, bin has number 17 cast in bottom. Frame measures approximately 3-3/8
inches long.

56 Two cast iron steam shovels, both appearing to be in original paint. One has a geared axle with chain tracks, other has
slotted wheels for rubber? tracks. Both measure approximately 3-1/4 inches long from top of boom to back of cab. Extra
track chain included.

57 Cast iron Fairbanks Morse Z hit and miss engine, Salesman Sample/advertising paper weight. Appears to be in original
paint. Measures approximately 3-7/8 inches long across base.

58 Arcade 213 cast iron stake or panel side truck measuring approximately 4-5/8 inches long. Truck appears to be in original
paint. A couple tires have a few very tight hairlines, little shrinkage.

59 Open cab cast iron stake side truck with steel wheels, measures approximately 3-1/2 inches long and appears to be in
original paint.

60 Cast Iron toy/salesman sample McCormick Deering cream separator. Appears to be original paint. Measures
approximately 4-7/8 inches tall.
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61 Dinky Toys 555 and 955 Fire Engine trucks, both have some very small touchups. Approximately 5-3/8 inches long.
62 Cast iron Austin delivery truck, embossed USA on inside. Approximately 3-5/8 inches long. Appears to be original paint.
One wheel is loose.

63 Cast iron Classic-Cast 1923 Buick J.L. Hudson Company delivery truck in original paint, 7-7/8 inches long.
64 Four Dinky Supertoys diecast Coles Mobile Cranes, some variations. Cranes appear to be in original paint. Nice clean lot.
65 Nicely restored Arcade cast iron 252 Hathaway’s Bread Cake delivery truck with driver and rubber tires. Tires and driver
appear to be original, rest looks restored. Approximately 8-3/8 inches.

66 Nicely restored Arcade cast iron 251 White delivery truck with driver and rubber tires, tires and driver appear to be
original, rest looks restored. Approximately 13-1/2 inches long.

67 Nicely restored Arcade cast iron 226 International, Hathaway’s Bread Cake delivery truck with driver and rubber tires.
Tires appear original. Driver appears to be reproduction.

68 Arcade cast iron McCormick Deering horses and frame for grain wagon. Nothing appears damaged or repaired. Paint
appears to be original. Approximately 12-1/4 inches long.

69 Cast iron Buddy L S shaped wrench, appears to be completely original. Approximately 5-3/4 inches long.
70 Four small cast iron toy blacksmith’s anvils. The smallest anvil is marked Taiwan. Largest silver anvil measures
approximately 4-1/2 inches long, then 3-3/4 inches long, thin black Taiwan measures approximately 3-3/16 inches long,
and smallest looks to be copper and measures 2-1/4 inches long.

71 Eight pieces of steam powered shop tools, accessories, and a paper weight. Seven are made of aluminum or a cast white
metal. Couple pieces have a casting crack or oxidation. These seven pieces are marked Made In France. One piece is in
original maroon and gold paint with cast iron base with cast iron parts, not marked. And Machine Works, Inc. Wabash, IN
The G.M. Diehl 750 Ripsaw Wood Working Machine, approximately 5 inches wide and 4-1/2 inches tall.

72 Hubley cast iron ladder fire department truck, no ladders. Approximately 5 inches long. Tires have some flat spotting and
some super tight hairlines in some.

73 Cast Iron Fire Department Ladder Truck, approximately 5-1/4 inches long. Tires look reproduction, marked USA.
74 Arcade cast iron No. 2 International Harvester Truck, wrecker with Weaver boom. Truck appears to be completely
original, except decals. Truck measures approximately 12-1/2 inches long.

75 Cast iron Arcade 244 Mack COAL delivery dump truck, appears to be original, except wheels are super shiny and nose
decal is very nice for nose wear.

76 Conrad diecast fire trucks, 5506 1:50 aerial ladder truck with no markings approximately 8-7/8 inches long, and 5509 1:43
aerial ladder truck Fort Worth Fire Dept. 11-3/8 inches long. Trucks need a normal display cleaning, missing trim.

77 Cast iron Arcade 438 Greyhound Lines tour/travel bus, approximately 8-7/8 inches long. Bus appears to be completely
original.

78 Dinky Toys Oldsmobile 39B brown diecast toy car, some flat spots on some tires. 100mm long.
79 Dinky Toys 39D Buick Viceroy Saloon diecast toy car. Some tires have a flat spot. Car measures approximately 4-1/8
inches long.

80 Tootsietoy 1935 LaSalle straight coupe diecast toy car, 4-3/16 inches long. Tires appear to be original with minor very
tight hairlines.
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81 Tootsietoy 1935 Lasalle convertible sedan diecast toy car, approximately 4-3/16 inches long. Tires appear to be original
with very tight hairlines and some flat spots.

82 Cast Iron Arcade Mack cable operated dump truck with driver and rubber tires. Older restoration with some rust on some
parts. Approximately 12-1/8 inches long. Load is a souvenir bundle/bale of cotton from Lubbock, TX.

83 Cast iron Arcade 438 Greyhound Lines travel/tour bus. Rims are repainted. Rest of bus looks original, tires have some
tight hairlines. Bus measures approximately 8-7/8 inches long. One wheel will come off.

84 Two cast iron Fire Dept. ladder trucks with drivers in rear. Trucks have cast wheels. One is missing the rear driver’s head.
Trucks appear to be in original paint. Trucks measure approximately 7-5/8 inches long.

85 Cast Iron Fire Department ladder truck with driver and rubber tires. Appears to be in original paint with original tires.
Tires have some very tight shrink cracks. Measures approximately 6-7/8 inches long. Truck appears to be missing a
drivers hand and steering wheel.

86 Cast iron Fire Department hose truck with drivers and rubber tires. Silver appears to be repaint. Rest of truck appears to
be original. Tires have shrinking, cracking, etc.

87 Three Dinky 27A? diecast Massey Harris farm tractors, appearing to be completely original. Each measures approximately
88 mm.

88 Dinky Toys diecast construction vehicles, 279 Master Pavior Aveling Barford diesel roller, two Aveling Barford diesel
rollers, and Dinky Supertoys Foden Dump Truck. One Aveling Barford diesel roller has oxidation to body and rust on
frame. Vehicles are otherwise in original condition. Foden measures approximately 165mm long.

89 Dinky Toys diecast vehicles, 340/341 Land Rover with trailer, 35A Citroen “23” Dinky Service wrecker, 295 Standard
Atlas, and 14C Coventry Climax lift. All appear to be in original paint, with original tires. No splits or flat spots.

90 Three cast iron Hubley 2230 steam powered fire trucks with drivers and rubber tires. One is restored, and the other two
appear to be paint variations of each other that are completely original.

91 Cast iron steam powered fire truck with driver and steel spoked wheels. Appears to be in original paint. Approximately 6
-1/4 inches long.

92 Cast iron steam powered fire truck with driver and rubber wheels. Tires have very light shrink cracking and appear to be
round. Appears to be in original paint. Approximately 6-1/4 inches long.

93 Kenton cast iron steam powered fire truck with solid steel wheels. Appears to be in original paint. Measures
approximately 6-7/8 inches.

94 Cast iron Arcade 451 McCormick Deering threshing machine toy. Toy appears to be in original paint/condition. Toy
measures approximately 17-1/2 inches long.

95 Britains No. 1432 British Army Covered Lorry 10 wheel Tender with driver in original box. Pin point ding in engine
cover. Truck appears to be in completely original condition. Box has some tattering to lid.

96 Tootsietoy 5 wheel Graham Roadster with rumble seat. Original paint and tires. Tires have some cracks. Car measures
approximately 4 inches long.

97 Cast iron Arcade 312 bus, 4-3/4 inches long with solid steel wheels. Bus has a crack in one side. Truck appears to be in
original paint.

98 Arcade 273 cast iron farm tractor with driver and rubber tires. Tractor appears to be in original paint with original tires.
Rear tires have tiny hairlines. Measures approximately 3-1/2 inches long.

99 Britains No. 2041 Clockwork Trailer in civilian light green, in original box with instructions sheet. Trailer shows little
wear. No key. Box has punctures at each end, fairly solid. Approximately 120mm long.
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100 Arcade 316 cast iron double decker public passenger bus, approximately 8 inches long. Appears to be in original paint
with original tires. One tire is a little wobbly with a tiny bit of cracking at center and some flat spotting. Otherwise very
nice tires.

101 Arcade 273 cast iron farm tractor with driver and steel tires/wheels in original paint. 98mm long.
102 Tootsietoy diecast Milk delivery truck/van with wire axles and rubber tires, in original paint with original tires.
Approximately 75mm long. Tires have some shrink cracks, but appear to all be round.

103 Tootsietoy 1935 Lasalle convertible sedan diecast toy car, approximately 4-3/16 inches long. Tires appear to be original
with very tight hairlines and some flat spots.

104 Schoenhut Humpty Dumpty circus clown, performer, three performing horses, one horse with saddle, chair, two barrels,
one ladder, two cone shaped stands, eight arena sections. Horses all have decal eyes. Nothing appears damaged or
repaired.

105 Britains Army Ambulance with driver, wounded man on stretcher, rubber tyres, back and cab doors open, in original box.
Some small spots of oxidation and , otherwise little wear. Box lid is missing ends and a little bit of a side. Bottom is very
solid with some wear/tears. Paint on truck and figures appears to be original. Tires appear to be original, rear axle is bent.
Approximately 6-1/8 inches long. Tires do not have cracks, splits, or flat spots.

106 Arcade cast iron Fageot touring/passenger bus, 8-7/8 inches long in original paint with original tires. One tire has some
super tight cracking.

107 Arcade cast iron 359 Oliver Row Crop 70 farm tractor with driver and rubber tires with original paint, decals, and tires. 5
-5/8 inches long.

108 Dinky Toys 40A Riley diecast automobile in original paint with nice original tires, one front has cracks. Car measures
approximately 83mm long.

109 Dinky Supertoys diecast delivery trucks, Guy Slumberland and Big Bedford Heinz 57 Varieties bean can. Heinz has repro
tires and Slumberland has touchups to red.

110 Dinky Toys diecast 108 M.G. Midget with windshield and driver. Appears to be completely original, no cracks or flat
spots in tires. Car measures approximately 82mm long.

111 Dinky Toys diecast cars, Jaguar with twin windshields and M.G. Midget with driver and windshields, in original paint with
original tires. Cars measure approximately 3-3/16 inches long.

112 Dinky Toys 112 Austin Healey Sprite, two 113 M.G. B, 144 VW1500, and Volkswagen (Beetle), diecast cars. Cars appear
to be in original paint with original tires. Beetle measures approximately 90mm long.

113 Schuco Elektro Radiant 5600 B.O.A.C. (British Overseas Airways Corporation) battery operated remote control airplane in
original box. Lithographed tinplate airplane has a tiny bit of light surface rust at tips of main wings and some rust on top of
tail fin. Box lid has a split corner, crushing, etc. Box is fairly square and solid. Included are controller, two lengths of
wire, and instructions sheets.

114 Dinky Toys 453/31D Trojan Beefy Oxo delivery van, appears to be in original paint with original tires.
115 Dinky Toys diecast toy vehicles, 454 Trojan Cydrax delivery truck and 14A B.E.V. Truck. B.E.V. has some touchups to
underside edges, otherwise original paint and original tires. Tires have no cracks or flat spots. B.E.V. measures
approximately 82mm long.

116 Marklin 8017 Firestone Reifen Phoenix delivery truck in original paint with original tires. Approximately 140mm long.
117 Britains No. 128F Fordson Major Tractor in original box. Tractor and driver appear to be in original paint with original
tires. Box is square and solid.
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118 Dinky Toys 282 Duple Roadmaster bus and 283 British Overseas Airways Corporation bus. Buses appear to be in original
paint with original tires.

119 Dinky Toys Bedford Tipper 25M dump truck, in original paint with original tires.
120 Marklin 8021 Karmann Ghia Coupe and Porsche cars in original paint with original tires. Cars measure approximately
87mm long.

121 Dinky Toys 785 Service Station (Moulded Kit) in original box, may or may not be complete. Roof and base have glue
repaired cracks. Instructions on underside of box lid. Box is square and solid with mild wear.

122 Arcade cast iron Allis-Chalmers with driver and rubber tires. One of the front tires have a tight crack at center. Farm
tractor appears to be in original paint with original tires. Measures approximately 6-1/8 inches long.

123 Dinky Toys diecast toy vehicles, two 101 Thunderbirds 2, 103 Maximum Security Vehicle, and 104 Spectrum Pursuit
Vehicle. Thunderbirds appear complete with small ships. No breaks or repairs to legs. Oxidation on 104. All appear to be
in original paint with original tires.

124 Dinky Toys Ford Transit Van Fire Service Squad 8, 221 Chevrolet Corvette Stingray, and 434 Auto Services Crash Truck
125 Nine diecast B.R.M. F.1 race cars by Penny made in Italy. Some cars have split tires, rust on axles, N.0/1, N.0/2, N.0/3,
N.0/5, N.0/6, N.0/7, N.0/8, N.0/9, and N.0/10.

126 Britains 1333 Lorry in original box, 1335 Lorry box empty, and a semi tractor and trailer. Lorry has dented hoods, semi is
missing a wheel, trailer has some rust, etc. Boxes have some tape repairs, etc. Two drivers included. This lot is sold as is
shown in our photos with no returns.

127 Marklin 8034 and 8009 trucks and 8012 trailer, diecast toy vehicles in original paint with original tires. 8009 has some
fading to roof.

128 Marklin 8018 Ford Taunus 15m diecast car in blue, appears to be original paint with original tires. Approximately 87mm.
129 Marklin Ford OSI 20 MTS diecast toy car in original paint with original tires. Approximately 105mm long.
130 Marklin 8019 Mercedes Benz 300SL diecast toy car in red, appears to be original paint and tires. Approximately 93mm
long

131 Ten Tootsietoy airplanes, jets, single and twin engine. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.
132 Arcade McCormick Deering threshing machine, cast iron toy measuring approximately 16-3/4 inches long overall.
Appears to be in original paint.

133 Tootsietoy Long Distance Hauler, souvenir of 1933 Century of Progress, World’s Fair diecast toy truck and trailer in
original box. Appears to be in original condition with little wear. Box is super square and solid.

134 Fourteen Tootsietoy airplanes with single and twin and, most are multiple cylinder rotary engines. Some are water aircraft
with skids. One has a horizontal overhead propellor, Fly-n-gyro style. Some are bi-planes. Lot is sold as it is shown in
our photos with no returns.

135 Four Tootsietoy Ford Tri-motor passenger/mail airplanes with multiple cylinder rotary engines. Yellow and one red plane
appear to have touchups. Rest look original with original tires except green.

136 Tootsietoy Crusader X 110 twin prop airplane, appears to be in original paint with original tires.
137 Arcade Mfg. Co. AMC 361 United Boeing cast iron airplane in original condition with light shrinkage to tires with no flat
spots.
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138 Three slush cast, hollow mold, diecast lead airplanes with original paint and possibly tires/wheels. Planes look like
Tootsietoy, but are unmarked. White airplane measures approximately 75mm long.

139 1950’s - 1960’s Harley Davidson Electra-Duo Glide style motorcycle with sidecar. A couple tiny touchups and some
oxidation. Motorcycle has a repair to one side of handlebars. Measures approximately 3 inches long.

140 Politoys No. 523 Alfa Romeo - Giulia diecast car, in original paint with original tires. Car measures approximately 100mm
long.

141 Dinky Toys Massey-Harris and Massey-Ferguson diecast toy farm tractors in original paint with original tires. Massey
Harris has oxidation and surface rust.

142 Dinky Toys diecast farm toys, Muir Hill 2WL farm tractor, three manure spreaders, two reel mowers, and two Halesowen
Farm Trailers. Vehicles appear to all be in original paint with original tires, some have some light oxidation.

143 Dinky Toys diecast farm toys, 301 tractor, 27B Halesowen farm trailer, three 322 disc harrow, and two 27K rakes. Items
all appear original with original tires. Some oxidation.

144 Arcade cast iron Fordson farm tractor with smooth steel wheels, in original paint with driver and steering wheel.
Approximately 5-3/4 inches long.

145 Tootsietoy tractor and disc harrow No. 289 in original box in original paint and tires, tiny bit of light oxidation. Extra disc
included. Box shows light wear. Tractor measures approximately 4-5/8 inches long.

146 Arcade cast iron No. 3 Fageol Safety Coach passenger/touring bus in original paint with solid steel wheels and driver.
Measures approximately 12-1/4 inches long.

147 Arcade cast iron No. 3 Fageol passenger/touring bus, approximately 8 inches long, nicely restored.
148 Arcade cast iron passenger/touring bus, approximately 9-3/8 inches long. Nicely restored.
149 Nice lot of cast iron and diecast toy cap guns, one Mattel Shootin’ Shell bullet casing with spring, Dick Tracy detective
club badge, and a cannon cigarette lighter. Kilgore No. 1 Federal, Shootin Shell derringer, Busch Gardens derringer,
miniature Fanner 50 style, Dick, Buck (early cap gun), Tommy gun, and others. Some oxidation, items in this grouping are
sold as they are shown in our photos with no returns.

150 Two Guns of History by Marine Model kits, appearing to be complete and unassembled. Kits 1105 32-pound carronade &
1126 Napoleon gun-Howitzer. Boxes show light wear.

151 Tootsietoy diecast vehicles, 1930-40’s Special Delivery panel truck, 1940’s sedan car, 1930’s tow truck just body, 1940’s
Cracker Jack toy sized tow truck, 1920-30’s stake side truck, three camper trailers one missing tongue, 4647 Renault Army
Tank with no tracks, and one slush cast semi truck TRAILER. This lot is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.

152 Five Arcade wheels barrows with rubber tires and one Kilgore wheel barrow with steel wheel. Arcade wheel barrows
measure approximately 3-3/4 inches long.

153 Hubley cast iron Oliver 70 orchard tractor with driver and hitch, solid rubber tires. One rear tire has a split, other has
deformation, and one front is deformed. Tractor measures approximately 5-1/4 inches long.

154 Arcade tractor and The Monocoupe airplane, sold as they are shown in our photos with no returns. Airplane measures
approximately 5-3/8 inches long.

155 Dinky diecast toy vehicles, 286 Ford Transit Fire Appliance truck in original package. 285 Fire Service Merry Weather
Marquis Fire Tender truck with ladders. Dinky Toys Range Rover Fire Service truck. Dinky fire truck with ladder.
Trucks all appear to be in original condition with a little oxidation on ladders and such.

156 Arcade 5-3/4 inch long cast iron Fordson tractor with driver and steering wheel with cast iron W&K rims with rubber tires.
Tires have some minor flat spotting and one rear has cracks.
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157 Marklin diecast toy vehicles, 8021 aerial fire truck, 8031 crane truck, and two 8012 wagons. All appear to be in original
condition. 8031 measures approximately 6-1/8 inches long.

158 Corgi, Corgi Major Toys diecast toy vehicles, Massey Ferguson 780 combine, Massey Ferguson 65 tractor with loader,
Rice horse trailers, tip bed trailers, trailers with cement bags, Euclid TC-12 tractor. One tip bed trailer has repainted bed.
Rest appears to be in original condition.

159 Group of diecast Tootsietoy doll house furniture for the kitchen, dining room, bathroom, and child’s room. Cupboard,
toilet, lavatory sinks, kitchen sink, refrigerators, chairs, table, crib/rocking bed. Table is missing a leg. Otherwise items
appear in original condition. Cupboard measures approximately 2-7/8 inches tall. Kitchen sink measures approximately 3
-1/2 inches wide.

160 Dinky Toys diecast David Brown 890 farm tractor with cab, oxidation on rubber tires. Toy appears to be in original
condition. Measures approximately 82mm long.

161 Group of Dinky Toys diecast toy vehicles, 601 Austin Para Mini Moke with extra parachute, 109 WB Land Rover
Motorway Rescue tow truck, Jaguar missing headlight with repainting/touchups, Austin Healey Sprite 112 with repainting.
Lot is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.

162 Arcade cast iron Fageol Safety Coach touring/passenger bus with repainted roof, steel wheels. Approximately 12-1/4
inches long.

163 Kelmet Corp. White Big Boy operating pressed steel dump truck. Cab appears to be repainted, bed may be repainted.
Chassis appears to be original with flaking paint. Decals appear to be original. All parts appear to be original. Cab is
loose from frame. Steering and bed lift still operate fine. Some surface rust.

164 Dinky Toys diecast 667 missile servicing platform vehicle in original box. Truck shows little wear. Box shows a little
very light wear.

165 Dinky Supertoys diecast toy military vehicle, Missile Erector vehicle/truck with two Missile launching platforms. Truck
has some light surface rust and oxidation, one platform has a tiny bit of oxidation, etc. Items appear to be completely
original with no touchups or replaced parts.

166 Arcade cast iron farm tractor with driver and steering wheel. Tractor appears to be in original condition with original paint
and tires. Tractor measures approximately 6-1/2 inches long. Tires on one side have tiny cracks at hub/axle.

167 Nine diecast Dinky Toys 693 7.2 Howitzer cannons, one in original box. All nine appear to be in original condition with
original paint and tires. One has tires with deformation.

168 Cast iron Arcade steam roller or tractor with wooden roller or front wheel (1-1/2” long roller) with gas powered engine.
Vehicle has driver and steering wheel. Rear wheels are cast iron. Appears to be in original paint with some surface rust.
Approximately 5-1/2 inches long.

169 Hubley 34 Brewster Take-Apart cast iron sedan automobile with suicide doors, separate body and chassis, rubber tires, and
nickeled grill. Car appears to be in original condition with original paint and original tires.

170 Dinky Toys diecast military vehicle, 622 10-ton Army Truck in original box with very little wear, original paint and tires.
Box shows little wear.

171 Dinky Toys diecast toy military vehicle, 80C Char A.M.X. Tank 13 Tonnes in original box, little if any wear. Box shows
little wear.

172 Corgi Major Toys 1109 Bristol Bloodhound Guided Missile on loading trolley in original box and a second trolley. One
missile with melted nose. One trailer has some paint splotching and other has some tire splits. Box shows some mild wear,
taped corner, fairly square and solid.

173 Dinky Toys diecast military toys, eight 692 55mm Medium Guns. Guns appear to be in original condition with original
tires and paint. One has play wear and a little dirt. Rest are clean and show little if any wear.
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174 Cast iron Arcade McCormick Deering Farmall farm tractor with driver and steering wheel, cast iron wheels. Tractor
appears to be in original paint with original parts. Approximately 6-1/2 inches long.

175 Dinky Toys diecast military toy vehicles, 689 medium artillery tractor, two US Jeeps, 696 25 pounder, two unnumbered
cannons, 6 pounder anti-tank gun, and US 105mm gun. All appear to be in original condition with original paint and tires
with no damage or repro parts.

176 Dinky Toys No. 603 Army Personnel-Private seated, 12 pieces in original box with insert, some chipping. Box lid has split
corners. Also included are two empty Dinky boxes for 825 DUKW and 687 six trailer for 25- pounder field gun.

177 Dinky Toys 626 Military Ambulance in original box, diecast toy approximately 108mm long.
178 Dinky Toys diecast toy vehicles, 277 Superior Criterion Ambulance with flashing light, 275 Brinks Truck, and 288
Superior Cadillac Ambulance, in original packages. 277 shows little wear, clean battery compartment. Other two show
little if any wear. Packages shows little to light wear. 277 has insert and instructions sheet.

179 Comet Metal Products E 814 Royal Air Force, all appear to be in original condition. One has detached base/feet. May be
missing one figure. Britains Model Home Farm No. 36F, may or may not be correct or complete. Box has some crushing.

180 Dinky Toys diecast toy busses with some being repainted, some have touchups, some are completely original. Two 289
Esso Routemaster busses, five double decker busses (Bus decals all appear original), and one Autobus Parisien “Somua
Panhard” bus.

181 Fifty Barclay diecast/hollow cast military soldiers and other figures. Indians, cowboys, doctors, nurses, stretcher bearers,
radar operator, typewriter, water cooled machine guns, Tommy guns, KP duty soldiers, signal flag waiver, bugler, band
conductor, grenade thrower, ammunition carrier, German Shepherd w/handler, two mounted soldiers, and others. All
appear to be in original condition and paint, couple have loose helmets.

182 Dinky Toys diecast toy vehicles, 24N Citroen 11BL, 261 Telephone Service Van, and 533 Leyland Comet. Vehicles
appear to be in original condition with original paint and tires. Some tires have flat spots, some have cracks. 261 measures
approximately 73mm long.

183 Plastic GI Joe 12” action figure vehicles, one armored vehicle, mine sweeper trailer, one Nazi motorcycle with side car,
and cannon for the trailer that tows behind the Jeep. Items need cleaned and have some light surface rust, etc. Items are
sold as they are shown in our photos with no returns.

184 Dinky Toys and Dinky Supertoys 561 Blaw Knox Bulldozer and Dinky Toys 14c Coventry Climax Fork Lift Truck.
Bulldozer has broken tracks. Both vehicles show very little wear. 14c box lid has a split corner, otherwise boxes are very
square and solid.

185 Two Imperial Line, The Old Guard Inc. diecast metal military model kits in original boxes, one has instructions sheet.
Both kits are unassembled. OG1002 and OG1003. Kits are unbuilt, boxes show little wear.

186 Dinky Toys 319 Weeks Farm Trailer (tipping) in original box, Foden truck with paint touchups, and 428 trailer. All appear
to be in original condition with original paint and tires, other than touchups. Box is square and solid with very light wear.

187 Three Authenticast boxes of road signs, all appear to be O gauge. Some have glue/residue on underside of bases. A couple
have some very tight hairlines. Boxes have splits to corners and some other wear. Very square and quite solid.

188 Two Dinky Toys diecast toy vehicle, 30c 1940’s Daimler sedan in black and green. Cars appear to be in original paint with
original tires. One car has some minor flat spotting.

189 Three Authenticast boxes of road signs, all appear to be O gauge. One whistle sign has a casting fatigue bend in post. A
couple have some very tight hairlines and a couple have some paint chipping. Boxes have splits to corners and some other
wear. Very square and quite solid.

190 Two cast iron children’s play gas stoves, one Hubley Eagle and one Kent. Stoves appear to be in original condition with
original paint and parts.
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191 Two Dinky Toys diecast toy automobiles, 34b Royal Mail vans with paint and tire variations. Red roof appears to have
touchups, flat tires, and some minor surface rust to frame. Trucks otherwise appear to be in original condition.

192 Authenticast GB-3 HO gauge girder bridges, one is built with road ballast and the other is unassembled. One R-90 O
gauge signal and sign set. Signal and signs look unused. Boxes have little wear, very square and solid.

193 Three cast iron salesman samples/advertising/paper weights. None are marked, one appears to be in original paint, one
questionable, one repainted.

194 Two boxes of Authenticast HO gauge fully painted figures, one is R323 and another set with out number on box. All
appear to have never been removed or never used. Boxes show a little very light minor wear. Very nice grouping.

195 Large group of Matchbox Lesney diecast military vehicles. Some rust on some axles, some oxidation on some parts, some
damage to a Jeep windshield, trailer missing a truck, missing tracks, etc. This group is sold as it is shown in our photos
with no returns.

196 Dinky Supertoys diecast toy vehicles, 983 Car Carrier with Trailer in original box. Truck and trailer have some
discoloring, fading/splotching, and some rust on some metal parts. Truck and trailer have very little wear to paint or loss of
paint. Paint and tires all appear to be original. Box lid has a split corner and light surface wear to edges and corners.

197 Dinky Toys diecast toy vehicles, Aveling Bartford Centaur dump truck and Blaw Knox bulldozer, construction vehicles.
Bulldozer has a broken track. Very little loss of, or wear to paint. Dump truck measures approximately 7 inches long.

198 Ten diecast Dinky Toys toy airplanes and three helicopters. Some oxidation, some flaking paint, and one helicopter is
missing blades, etc. Grouping is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.

199 Dinky Toys diecast toy vehicles, 673 Submarine Chaser in original package/box, boat appearing to have never been
removed. Package shows mild wear and tears.

200 Britains Model Farm 127F Fordson E27N farm tractor in 128F original box. No driver or insert. Tractor has some minor
paint nicks. Very nice clean diecast toy. Box has little wear, very square and very solid.

201 Dinky Toys diecast toy vehicles, Foden tanker, 562 Muir-Hill dumper, Observation Coach, and Land Rover. Vehicles
have touchups, repaint, new tires, etc.

202 Two Dinky Toys diecast toy vehicles, 581 or 980 (or both) Horse Box trucks. Both appear to be in original condition with
original, decals, paint, and tires. Some tires have some very tight hairlines. Trucks measure approximately 6-7/8 inches
long.

203 Dinky Supertoys diecast construction toys, two 964 Harber-Greene-Olding elevator loaders and four 973 Goods Yard
Cranes. One crane has been repainted. Rest look to be in original condition with original paint and tires.

204 Two Dinky Toys diecast toy vehicles, 581 or 980 (or both) Horse Box trucks. Both appear to be in original condition with
original, decals, paint, and tires. Some tires have some very tight hairlines, and one has some small touchups. Trucks
measure approximately 6-7/8 inches long.

205 Cast iron Hubley sedan automobile and camper/travel trailer appearing to be in original condition with original paint and
rubber tires. Car measures approximately 7-1/4 inches long and trailer measures approximately 7-1/16 inches long. Tires
go from round to very flattened on trailer.

206 Two Dinky Toys diecast toy vehicles, 35A Citroen 23 Dinky Service tow truck. Both trucks appear to be in original
condition. One truck is missing crank handle for hook. Neither has hook or string. Both have a tow chain, one with
hooks. Both appear to have some tiny touchups, otherwise they are in original paint with original tires, some hairlines and
some flats.

207 Four Dinky Toys diecast construction toy vehicles. Aveling Barford roller, 970 Jones Fleetmaster crane truck, 976
Michigan Tractor Dozer 180-111, and Foden dump truck. All appear to be in original condition with original paint and
tires. Aveling Barford has a little surface rust on underside.
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208 Dinky Supertoys 985 Dinky Auto Service trailer for car carrier and Dinky Toys Coles Hydra Truck 150T in original
condition with original paint, decals, and tires. Tiny bit of oxidation and light surface rust. One trailer tire has cracks.

209 Diecast Dinky Toys toy vehicles 421 British Railways truck and trailer, and Shell Chemicals Limited A.E.C. Monarch
Thompson Tank truck. Trucks appear to be in original condition with original paint and tires. Shell truck has hairlines and
flats on tires.

210 Dinky Supertoys diecast toy bus vehicle, 889 Brevete S.G.D.G. Autobus Berliet PCM bus in original condition, original
paint, decals, and tires. Bus measures approximately 8-7/8 inches long.

211 Two Dinky Toys diecast toy vehicles, 581 or 980 (or both) Horse Box trucks. Both appear to be in original condition with
original, decals, paint, and tires. One has some small touchups. Trucks measure approximately 6-7/8 inches long.

212 Tootsietoy diecast toy vehicles, late teens early 1920’s Ford Sedan, Mack semi, Greyhound bus, convertible coupe, tow
truck, and a 1930-40’s sedan. Cars all appear to be in original condition with original paint and tires. Also included is a
hollow cast/slush mold limousine with original tires, paint appears to be original, but is near perfect.

213 Dinky Supertoys diecast construction toys, 976 Michigan tractor dozer 180-111, 965 Euclid rear dump truck, and Ford D
800 dump truck. Vehicles have repainting, missing pieces, split tires, etc. This group is sold as it is shown in photos with
no returns.

214 Cast iron Arcade 451 McCormick Deering threshing machine toy. Toy appears to be in original paint/condition with
surface rust. Toy measures approximately 17-1/2 inches long. Decal appears original.

215 Dinky Supertoys diecast toy vehicle, 888 Camion Petrolier Saharian GBO Berliet Avec Chevre, tow truck in original box.
Truck appears to be in original condition with original paint and tires. Truck shows little wear to or loss of paint.

216 Dinky Supertoys diecast toy vehicle, 984 Dinky Auto Service car carrier in original box, truck has splotches in paint from
bubble wrap. Truck otherwise appears to be in original condition with original paint and tires without splits or flats. Truck
shows very little wear to or loss of paint. Box lid is depressed/crushed, otherwise square and solid.

217 Dinky Supertoys diecast toy vehicle, 894 car hauler semi and trailer in original box in original condition with original paint
and tires.

218 Dinky Supertoys diecast toy vehicles. Foden truck, A.E.C. articulated lorry, 885 Portes Fres Saviem S7 stakeside flatbed
truck, and Leyland tipper dump truck. Stakeside is missing a stake, Foden has added decorations to bed, etc. Tires have no
splits or flat spots.

219 Dinky Toys 785 Service Station (moulded kit) in original box, unassembled with parts sealed in plastic bag. Box lid has
split corners, scuffing, rippling, etc. Box is still very square and fairly solid.

220 Dinky Supertoys diecast toy vehicle, 36B Willeme tractor with covered semi-trailer in original box. Trailer has touchups.
Truck appears to be in original condition with original paint and tires. Box has splits to corners and edges, some crushing
to top of lid, some tape repairs. Still fairly square and solid.

221 Dinky Toys diecast fire trucks in original packages, 266 E.R.F. Fire Tender and 285 Merryweather Marquis Fire Tender.
Trucks appear to have never been removed from boxes. Boxes show little and moderate wear.

222 Four Tootsietoy and two Hubley diecast lead toy race cars, one is missing front wheels. All appear to be in original
condition. Some super tight hairlines in rubber tires. Three are land speed record style cars.

223 Hubley Huber cast iron steam road roller with breaker teeth pull toy. Toy is in original condition with original paint and
parts. Toys has some surface rust. Toy measures approximately 14 inches long.

224 Five Tootsietoy? diecast lead cars, 1910-1920’s style (Oldsmobile, Buick, ???) automobiles and truck. One is missing the
windshield, one windshield may be repro. Toys are otherwise in original paint with original wheels.
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225 Six restored/repainted Tootsietoy diecast toy vehicles, two truck, dairy truck, two six wheel sedans, and two trailers. Some
tires have some hairlines.

226 Tootsietoy diecast lead/white metal toy vehicles, Special Delivery panel truck, sedan automobile, three travel/camper
trailers. Some repainting, some original paint, some original tires, some repro tires, etc. Group is sold as it is shown in our
photos with no returns.

227 Five Tootsietoy Mack US Mail Airmail Service truck, Mack semi tractor truck, Mack truck with stake sides, and two dump
trucks. One dump truck has missing roof and oxidation, semi tractor looks repainted, a little minor surface rust on tinplate
dump beds. Sold as shown in photos with no returns.

228 Eight diecast Tootsietoy toy vehicles, six automobiles and two tank trucks with some touchups, possible repainting. Tank
trucks measure approximately 57mm long. All appear to have original parts.

229 Cast iron toy GAS pump with crank handle. Pump measures approximately 4-7/8 inches tall. Toy appears to be in original
condition with original paint and parts.

230 WWI or pre WWII style American multiple cylinder rotary engine airplane UX 166. Cast iron toy with original parts and
paint. Airplane has wing above fuselage and two cockpits behind the wing. No damage or repairs.

231 Arcade cast iron child’s toy GAS pump with original crank handle for amount dispensed. Toy appears to be in original
condition with original paint and parts.

232 Nice large group of ten Tootsietoy diecast lead military war toys. Motorcycle and sidecar are separated, cannon with
removable barrel is missing a barrel pivot, etc. Toys appear to be in original condition with original paint and parts.

233 Four Tootsietoy diecast toy automobiles. Some may or may not be repainted. Tires all appear to be original with splits and
flats.

234 Eight Tootsietoy diecast military war toys, armored vehicles, tank, semi tractor with search light yoke, searchlight on
trailer, bulldozer, grader, and floodlights? on trailer. Some pieces have broken/missing parts, flat tires, dirt, etc. Group is
sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.

235 Cast iron Avery toy steam farm tractor in original condition with original paint and parts. Tractor measures approximately
4-3/4 inches long.

236 Three Barclay diecast lead toy military war vehicles. One is marked Barclay, others are not marked. All appear to be in
original condition except one has repairs/restoration of a head and one may have repro tires.

237 Ten pieces of Tootsietoy diecast lead doll house furniture. One bed is broken, sink is missing fixtures, etc. Sold as is
shown in our photos with no returns.

238 Cast iron Arcade ICE delivery flatbed truck with driver. Toy has some touchups to blue paint, otherwise it appears to be in
original condition with original tires.

239 Fourteen pieces of Tootsietoy diecast lead toy doll house furniture. Fainting couch is missing some base, one cabinet is
missing center, etc. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.

240 Cast iron Arcade Greyhound Coast to Coast GMC travel/touring bus in original condition with original paint, decal, and
parts. Bus measures approximately 7-5/8 inches long. Tires don’t have flats or splits.

241 Thirteen Tootsietoy diecast lead doll house furniture. One chair a bent and a missing leg and one chair is missing a leg and
bracing. Group otherwise appears to be in original paint. Two doll house floor rugs included.

242 Arcade 202? cast iron tow truck in original condition with original paint, decal, balloon tires, and parts. Truck measures
approximately 7 inches long.
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243 Eleven Tootsietoy diecast lead doll house furniture pieces. Very nice lot with just a bent chair leg. Group is otherwise in
original paint and condition.

244 Cast iron Hubley/Arcade Take-Apart tow truck tow. Truck is missing front bumper and tires have deterioration. Truck is
otherwise in original condition. Truck measures approximately 6-5/8 inches long (missing front bumper). Sold as is
shown in our photos with no returns.

245 Diecast lead Tootsietoy doll house furniture pieces. Nothing appears damaged or repaired. All appear to be in original
condition with original paint and parts.

246 The Lamb Electric Co., Kent, OH electric motor paperweight salesman sample, measures approximately 2-1/4 inches long.
247 Diecast Tootsietoy lead Grand Piano with stool, piece of doll house furniture. Some oxidation and flaking paint, otherwise
in original condition. Lyre has not been repaired.

248 Cast iron doll house furniture and other similar items. Arcade, Kilgore, and other manufacturers. Nothing appears
damaged or repaired, everything appears to be in original condition. Ladder has some touchups, otherwise everything
appears to be in original paint. Ladder, dining room chair, refrigerator, high chair, rocking chair, porch glider, three toilets,
two wheel barrows, two boats, clothes ringer, dining room sideboard, china cabinet, washing machine?, and table.
Highchair measures approximately 3-5/8 inches tall.

249 Ten composition WWI/WWII soldiers, nine are Lineol and one is marked JAPAN on underside of base. One German
looks like Adolph Hitler, one looks like Patton in tanker’s uniform, one French Foreign Legionnaire, one looks Chinese
(marked JAPAN), two look like American sailors, one looks like a British officer, and others. All have some cracks. None
appear repaired or touched up.

250 Arcade, Griswold Erie, Cracker Jack, and other manufacturers. Cast iron and tinplate child’s kitchen/doll house items.
Nickel plated food grinder is broken and in three pieces (could be fixed by a clever tinkerer). Cast iron skillet with three
feet, O-S and 4 are stamped on underside, 4-1/2 inches long across handle. Cast iron Griswold ERIE cast iron skillet with
heat ring on underside, 4-1/8 inches long across the handle. Two toy stove skillets, one pot with handle, and one pot
without handle. Cast iron stove trivet/grill with handle. Doll house sized? food grinder (diecast metal with moveable
handle and mount. Tin Cracker Jack dinner plate. Items all appear to be in original condition with original with original
paint and parts.

251 Diecast slush mold/hollow cast lead toy items. One is a Cigarette, Chocolates, Matches, and Caramel vending machine.
One looks like an Arcade/carnival Guess Your Weight style scales. Neither are marked. Both appear to be in original
condition with original paint and parts. Vending machine measures approximately 3-1/16 inches tall. Tootsietoy, Britains,
Barclay, Manoil?????

252 Flat full of doll house furniture and accessory type items, plastic, metal, and wood. Lot is sold as is shown in photos with
no returns.

253 Early cast iron toy, Take-Apart tow truck with driver approximately 6-1/4 inches long. Truck has some orange paint on
one side around fenders. Truck otherwise is in original condition. A.C. Williams, Hubley???

254 A.C. Williams cast iron Take-Apart roadster coupe convertible automobile. Car may or may not be original paint. Tires
have flats and cracks. Approximately 4-3/8 inches.

255 Early cast iron tow truck toy, measures approximately 4-5/8 inches long. Truck appears to be in original condition except
tires. Hubley, Arcade, A.C. Williams, Kenton, ???

256 Early cast iron toy tow truck, appearing to be in original condition with original paint and parts. Truck measures
approximately 4-3/16 inches long. Truck has USA on inside and part numbers. Car has some light surface rust. Kenton,
A.C. Williams, Arcade, Hubley???

257 Kenton Toys cast iron travel camper trailer in original condition with original tires. Trailer measures approximately 5-1/8
inches long with tongue. Tires have shrinkage and some very tight hairlines.
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258 Early cast iron Take-Apart convertible roadster with rumble seat and balloon tires. Car appears to be in original condition
with original paint and parts. Car has a little surface rust and tires have tight hairlines.

259 Cast iron A.C. Williams Take-Apart convertible roadster coupe automobile in original condition. Car has some surface
rust and some hairlines in tires. Car measures approximately 5 inches long.

260 Cast iron Arcade? Fordson style farm tractor in original condition with original paint and parts. Tractor measures
approximately 3-5/8 inches long.

261 Three Hubley cast iron airplane, single wing below fuselage and single propellor. Airplanes appear to be in original
condition with some light surface rust. Airplanes appear to have original paint, tires, and parts.

262 Hubley Huber steam road roller cast iron toy, in original condition with original paint and parts. Wooden front roller. Toy
measures approximately 3-1/2 inches long. Toy is missing drivers head.

263 Hubley cast iron toy, Wonder cement mixer toy. Toy has been repainted. Some surface rust on some parts. Toy measures
approximately 3-1/2 inches long.

264 Three cast iron farm tractors, all are broken or disassembled. One is marked Arcade in blue paint. Driver is loose on one
casting but still attached at axle. Red tractor is unmarked and casting(s) have been repaired. Axles on red tractor are not
peend on one end. Red castings measures from front to rear with out wheels approximately 4-3/4 inches long. Green
tractor is Arcade with small missing part of rear of one axle, 4-5/8 inches long.

265 Cast iron Navy ridged frame airship or dirigible in original paint with rust. Blimp measures approximately 4-5/8 inches
long.

266 ZEP cast iron ridged frame airship/dirigible in original paint, measures approximately 5 inches long.
267 Cast iron toy rotary lawn mower/grass cutter. Toy measures approximately 12-1/4 inches long. Paint and handle appear to
be original.

268 Three unmarked cast iron automobiles with Pat. Pend. and casting numbers. Cars have original paint and tires. Some
surface rust and some tires have some splits. Autos measure approximately 3-7/8 inches long.

269 Cast iron farm track tractor vehicle with removable wheels. Dozer has rust, missing piece at rear tongue hole, original
paint. Toy measures approximately 2-7/8 inches long.

270 Cast iron truck in original condition 4-3/8 inches long. Some rust, tires have no splits or flats.
271 Two early cast iron trucks, one stake one dump. Trucks have piano wire holding axles in. Both appear to be older repaints.
Both have original tires.

272 Two cast iron diecast teeter totter child’s doll house toy accessories. Each measures approximately 5-5/8 inches long.
Neither is marked and both appear to be in original paint.

273 Arcade semi truck and trailer car hauler/transporter for automobiles. Tractor and trailer paint color doesn’t match exactly.
Tractor has nickeled steel wheels and trailer appears to have original rubber tires without splits or flats. Measures
approximately 13 inches long when connected.

274 Arcade 271 Caterpillar Tractor Co. Ten tracked vehicle, cast iron toy with original paint, decals, and parts. Tractor
measures approximately 7-1/2 inches long.

275 Arcade semi truck and trailer car hauler/transporter for automobiles. Tractor and trailer paint color doesn’t match exactly.
Tractor nickeled steel wheels and trailer has steel wheels. Some surface rust on trailer. Measures approximately 13-5/8
inches long when connected. Truck appears to be repainted and trailer appears to be original.

276 Cast iron Bell Telephone truck and trailer with drill, hand tools, and signs. Truck may or may not be older repaint, rest
looks to be original paint. Truck measures approximately 12-1/2 inches long.
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277 Eight diecast Solido military vehicles, six tanks, one truck, and one armored vehicle. 523 Unic Sahara has oxidation to
surface. Two No. 231 Sherman M4 A3 3/1972. Two M-47 Char Blinde General Patton both with surface oxidation. 228
Jagdpanther 9/1971. 222 Char Tigre 12/1969. 214 Berliet Aurochs 6/67. Some missing trim.

278 Cast iron/steel WWI Army military tank floor pull toy, measures approximately 4-1/4 inches long with rust. Some silver
paint in corners. Some casting numbers on inside.

279 Arcade cast iron McCormick Deering threshing machine toy. Toy measures approximately 14 inches long and appears to
be in original condition. Paint and parts appear to be original except for tongue is home made from thin wire.

280 Dinky Toys diecast No. 617 Volkswagen K.D.F. field car and 50mm P.A.K. anti-tank gun, in original condition. Original
paint and tires with no flats or splits.

281 Five pieces of Arcade cast iron doll house furniture in original condition. Parts and paint appear to be original except one
chest of drawers, drawer doesn’t match rest. No damage or repairs. Bed measures approximately 8 inches long. Chest
measures approximately 6-1/2 inches tall.

282 Cast iron 1933 Arcade GMC A Century of Progress Chicago Greyhound Lines semi tractor and tour/passenger bus toy.
Appears to be in original condition with original paint, decals, parts,and tires. Some tires have some flats and or splits.

283 Cast iron steam road roller with wooden front drum 2-3/4 inches long with nickeled rear wheels. Casting numbers inside.
Appears to be in original condition.

284 Tekno Made in Denmark, diecast toy vehicles in original boxes looking like new/new. 915 box shows a little very light
wear, otherwise boxes are very nice. 914 and 915 Ford D series trucks with jeweled head lights. Tires do not appear to
have splits or flats. Also included is a No. 101, ten barrels and hand truck/cart.

285 Unmarked, casting numbers on inside, cast iron with removable piano wire and axles. Convertible coupe with rumble seat
and tow truck are repainted with original tires. Dump truck appears to be original paint, tires have flats. Autos have Pat.
Pend. Car measures approximately 4 inches long.

286 Tekno Made in Denmark, diecast toy vehicles in original boxes. Two 452 Tekno Transport trailers. One has black livery
and needs a little storage marks cleaned and polished. One has white markings on side and needs roof polished to look like
new. Boxes have torn or missing cellophane display windows. One box has some wear to an end.

287 Economist ranges and stoves, Kenton DOT, Daisy No. 545 Champion, cast iron toy and salesman sample child’s/children’s
stoves. All are cast iron. All appear to be original.

288 Two Corgi diecast car hauler truck and trailers in original boxes looking to be new, never removed. C1222 Volvo
Globetrotter and 1159 Car Transporter. Boxes show a little tiny light wear, 1159 has some tears to cellophane.

289 Batesville casket desk top paperweight modern heavy, decal on end. Metallic composition, cast white metal? Nonmagnetic. Measures approximately 5-1/4 inches long.

290 Dinky Toys diecast 109 Gabriel Model T Ford, Direct From Gerry Anderson’s The Secret Service, toy car in original box.
Car is a little dusty, includes driver. Box is slightly rippled. Box includes two inserts.

291 Arcade cast iron tow truck with nickeled solid steel wheels. Measures approximately 4-3/8 inches long. Some rust.
Appears to be in original condition with original paint and parts.

292 Arcade cast iron tow truck with nickeled steel spoke wheels. Measures approximately 5-3/4 inches long. Some rust.
Appears to be older repaint.

293 Five Keen Foundry cast iron/steel puppy dog paperweights measuring approximately 1-5/8 inches tall. All appear to be in
original condition.
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294 Cast iron Harley-Davidson/Indian style motorcycle with sidecar and nickeled rider. Toy appears to be in original condition
with original paint, parts, and tires. Tires have some splits. Motorcycle measures approximately 4 inches long.

295 C to C C. Co. semi and stake/panel side trailer cast iron toy vehicle. Truck has casting numbers on inside. Both appear to
be in original condition with original paint and solid nickeled wheels.

296 Cast iron/steel freight truck/hand cart paper weight, measures approximately 5-1/4 inches long.
297 Cast iron Gasoline Motor Oil 1910-20’s semi truck and tanker with spoke steel wheels. Both pieces appear to be in original
paint. Connected truck measures approximately 7 inches long.

298 Cast iron C to C C Co. semi tractor truck and panel/stake side trailer in original condition. Truck and trailer may not
match. Connected truck measures approximately 7 inches long.

299 Cast iron horse drawn road grader pull toy with driver, measuring approximately 4-1/2 inches long without tongue. Tiny
bit of original blue paint.

300 Cast iron Arcade 1933 A Century of Progress World’s Fair Greyhound Lines semi tractor truck and trailer in original
condition with original paint and tires. Some rust. Tires have some splits. Connected truck measures approximately 11
-1/2 inches long.

301 Four cast iron vehicles, one marked Arcade. All have solid nickeled steel wheels, all appear to be repainted/restored. All
appear to have original parts. Brown stake bed truck marked Arcade measures approximately 4-3/4 inches long.

302 Cast iron Fordson style tractor with driver and nickeled spoke wheels in original condition with original paint and parts.
Measures approximately 4-3/4 inches long.

303 Five diecast metal animal desk top paper weights, lead painted Polar Bear, cast iron Scotty dog, red and gold painted cast
iron/steel Dachshund, brass/gold painted Mack bulldog, and cast iron Spaniel looking dog.

304 Tekno, Made in Denmark diecast toy vehicles in original boxes looking like they have never been removed, boxes show
little if any wear. 420 Scania LBS 140 and 452 matching pup trailer.

305 Early cast iron pony harness racer w/jockey driver, broken at drivers foot. Surface rust, rider is nickeled, unmarked.
Measures approximately 5 inches long.

306 Tekno, Made in Holland diecast toy vehicle in original box. Toy shows little wear.
307 Cast iron still bank featuring a small bird on a tree stump. Bird is orange and has black eyes and may have some remains
of black paint on body, Oriole? Tips of tail are missing. Bank measures approximately 5 inches tall.

308 Britains diecast toy vehicle, No. 9670 Dump Truck w/driver, bricks, signs in original box with insert. Looks to have never
been removed from insert.

309 Cast iron horse/pony drawn cart 4 inches long with driver on buck board. Some black paint.
310 Tekno, Made in Denmark diecast toy vehicle in original box, R.S.K. delivery/commercial truck with covered bed. Truck
has a tiny bit of wear/chipping to decal on one side.

311 Arcade cast iron Mack cable operated dump truck, missing some pieces. Original paint, tires, remaining parts. Measures
approximately 11-3/4 inches long.

312 Corgi diecast 1108 Bristol Bloodhound guided missile with launching ramp in original box. Included is Airfield Radar,
Bloodhound loading trolley, and Land Rover 109 WB. Very nice grouping with little wear. Box has insert, missile has
protective ring. Box is slightly crushed.
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313 Fifty various Tootsietoy diecast lead vehicles, trucks, U-Haul trailer, cement mixer, tow truck, cars, coupes, sedans,
bulldozer, Porsche, Thunderbird, Cord, panel deliveries, boats, tank, Greyhound bus, etc. Some in original condition, some
repainted, some missing pieces, some damaged, etc. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.

314 Four diecast Corgi Superior Ambulance on Cadillac Chassis toy vehicles. Original paint and tires. Two have packing
material (tissue/foam) stuck to dome. Cars look very clean, no battery damage, some chipped opening tabs.

315 Tekno, Made in Holland diecast toy vehicle in original box. Toy shows little wear. Box show some light wear, taping to
insert. Nice looking toy.

316 Four Corgi diecast Commer vehicles, Ambulance, TV bus, Police, and Military police. Busses are all in original condition
with original paint and tires. Clean no battery damage.

317 Child’s sad iron with handle, A-Best-O No. 602 Sad Iron, in original condition. Second is mostly cast iron with wooden
handle, unmarked. Large sad iron measures approximately 3-3/4 inches long across top of handle and is approximately 3
-2/4 inches tall.

318 Cast iron COP motorcycle with side car and nickeled rider. Toy is in original condition with original paint and tires.
Motorcycle measures approximately 4 inches long.

319 Matchbox MG-1 Service Station in original box, complete. Some deterioration to a decal on one end of building. Should
clean to look very nice. No apparent damage or repairs.

320 Corgi Major Toys diecast 1140 Mobilgas Petrol Tanker Bedford Tractor Big Unit, in original box with detached end flap.
Truck shows little wear. Box shows light wear. Original paint and tires.

321 Early cast iron steam shovel derrick 4-1/2 inches long, original paint.
322 Diecast toy vehicle, Corgi Toys No. 14 Gift Set Hydraulic tower Wagon in original box with worker, missing lamp
standard. Truck missing little paint, little wear. Box is very square and solid with little wear.

323 Hubley A.C. Williams piano wire Take-Apart tow truck, cast iron with Pat. number and casting numbers. Original paint
and tires. Truck measures approximately 5-1/4 inches long.

324 Corgi Toys James Bond Aston Martin DB5 diecast car in original paint with original tires. Tires have some flats and splits.
Car appears to be complete with all parts.

325 Corgi Toys The Chevrolet Experimental Car Astro 1 diecast toy car. Little wear. Very nice clean and shiny car in original
condition.

326 Corgi Toys 490 Volkswagen Breakdown Truck in original box, appears to be complete with original parts, paint, tires.
Slight oxidation on some metal parts. One tire has a super tight split, slight flats. Box shows little wear.

327 Arcade 5-3/4 inch long cast iron Fordson tractor with driver and steering wheel with cast iron W&K rims with rubber tires.
Tires have some flat spots. Tractor has been repainted.

328 Corgi Toys diecast toy cars, Ferrari Berlinetta 250 Le Mans and Marcos Volvo, original condition with original paint and
tires. A couple splits and flats on Ferrari.

329 Cast iron Gasoline truck with rear spouts early Mack truck with spoked steel wheels. Truck has rust, some red paint.
Truck has casting numbers. Truck measures approximately 5 inches long.

330 Corgi Toys diecast toy vehicle, 416 R.A.C. Radio Rescue Land Rover in original box. Truck has smudge? on one side,
otherwise shows little to no wear. Box shows little wear.

331 Two Corgi Toys Jaguar 2+2 diecast sports cars in original condition with rear view mirror variations. Original paint and
tires.
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332 Cast iron Moving and Storage truck with rusty spoke wheels that were originally nickeled, measures approximately 4-3/4
inches long. Paint appears to be original.

333 Corgi Toys diecast toy vehicle 437 Superior Ambulance on Cadillac Chassis in original box, very little if any wear. No
battery damage. Box shows very little wear.

334 WWI cast iron 1918 Tank Bank USA, still tank bank. May or may not be original paint.
335 Corgi Toys 420 Ford Thames Airborne Caravan diecast toy vehicle in original box. Camper shows little if any wear.
Paint and tires are original with no flats or splits. Box shows a little light wear.

336 Two early cast iron automobiles, one spoke, one solid wheel, both with light rust and original paint. Both had nickeled
wheels. Both are unmarked other than casting numbers. Automobiles measure approximately 4 inches long.

337 Four cast iron electrical motor desk top paperweights, two with partial decals, one looks restored, other has no markings.
All are similar and measure approximately 2-1/2 inches long.

338 Corgi Toys modern diecast toy vehicles, 97951, 97911, 97895, 52801 in original boxes, no wear, all look new. Boxes
show little wear, price stickers.

339 Early cast iron Take-Apart stake bed truck in original paint with original tires with flats and splits. Truck measures
approximately 4-3/4 inches long. Truck features flat retainer spring.

340 Corgi Toys 437 Superior Ambulance on Cadillac Chassis diecast toy vehicle in original box with protective insert. Car
shows very little wear. Box shows little wear.

341 Cast iron Champion cast iron Mack tow truck 4-3/4 inches long with surface rust, some original paint, original tires.
342 Two Corgi Toys 109 Pennyburn Workmen’s Trailers in original boxes. One shows a tiny bit of wear, no tools. One shows
no wear, shovel and broom. Boxes show little wear.

343 Four cast iron trucks and car, early vehicles. Older and new restorations. None are marked other than Pat. Pend. and
casting numbers. Largest truck measures approximately 4-3/4 inches long.

344 Kenton 1935 Ford cast iron convertible coupe toy car. Car is in original paint with original tires with flats. Car measures
approximately 4-1/2 inches long.

345 Corgi Toys 411 Karrier Bantam Lucozade Van, diecast toy vehicle in original box. Truck shows little if any wear, box
shows light wear.

346 Cast iron Austin automobile approximately 3-3/5 inches long, marked USA with casting numbers on inside. Paint and tires
appear to be original.

347 Early cast iron tow truck, solid nickel wheels measuring approximately 4-5/8 inches long. Paint appears to be original.
348 Corgi Toys modern diecast toy vehicles, 97003, 97090, 97950, and 97085 in original boxes, no wear, all look new. Boxes
show littleto mild wear, price stickers.

349 Model Tractor Tree Wagon Charbens Series, diecast toy in original box, Made in England. Box lid has tears, bottom has
some crushing. Rear trailer axle is broken at a mount and some casting fatigue. Tractor measures approximately 3-5/8
inches long.

350 Arcade Mfg. Co. Freeport, ILL 1885-1927. Bronze/bronze plated diecast desktop paper weight, measuring approximately
5-1/8 inches long, 3 inches wide, and 5/8 inch thick.

351 CTW Sesame Street Ben Cooper Oscar the Grouch child’s Halloween costume, No. 713. Tiny Tot (3-5). All vinyl,
exclusive of ornamentation. Mask has an inch long crack/split at top, staples at one mount. Costume has some storage
grime, one small tear, mask has detached strap and no metal ends. Box lid has torn and missing cellophane, light wear.
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352 Cast iron/steel painted Peerless Warren, OH and Holt Milwaukee, WI Electric Motor desk top paperweights. Peerless
measures approximately 2-3/8 inches long/wide and the Holt measures approximately 2-1/2 inches long.

353 Three Tekno diecast trucks, Shell, Brdr. Rosendahl, Falck Zonen. Shell truck and trailer has small touchups, otherwise
trucks appear to be in original condition with original paint and tires. No splits or flats.

354 Two Tootsietoy Greyhound and two USN Los Angeles diecast toys. Original paint, one bus may have repro tires.
355 Large group of diecast tractors, smaller scales, multi-manufacturers, etc. Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns.
356 Corgi Toys modern diecast toy vehicles, 52504, 52504, 51702, 52601, and 52101. Some appear to have never been
removed from box. Boxes show little wear, price stickers.

357 Corgi Toys diecast and plastic toy vehicles, original paint, tires, and played with condition. Some oxidation on some parts.
Captain Marvel Porsche Audi, Batman Batmobile, Glastron Batboat, three U.N.C.L.E. Oldsmobile Super 88’s.

358 Six Corgi Toys diecast cars and trucks, 1964 Olympics Winter Games Citroen Safari (one ski pole), Hillman Imp, 230
Mercedes Benz 220 SE Coupe, and two Land Rover 109” W.B. trucks, original paint and tires. All appear to be in original
played with condition. Some splits, some flats, a little oxidation.

359 Corgi Toys diecast toy cars, Volkswagen 1200 Saloon, Ghia L6.4 (small hairline in rear window), Le Dandy Coupe Heri
Chapron body on Citroen D.S. chassis, 224 Bentley Continental Sports Saloon, and 238 Jaguar Mark X Saloon, original
paint and tires. All appear to be in original played with condition. Some splits, some flats, a little oxidation.

360 Corgi Toys diecast toy busses, two Outspan London Transport Routemaster and Bristol Bus, original paint and tires. All
appear to be in original played with condition. Some splits, some flats

361 Corgi Toys diecast toy cars, two Oldsmobile Toronado hardtops without trailer hitch, Oldsmobile Toronado with tow hitch
all with flip up lights, Ford Thunderbird, Buick Riviera with tow hitch and broken side window, Chevrolet Corvette Sting
Ray with flip up headlights, original paint and tires. All appear to be in original played with condition. Some splits, some
flats

362 Corgi Toys diecast toy vehicles, Sunbeam Imp Police, Ford Zephyr Motorway Patrol car, Oldsmobile Super 88 County
Sheriff, Chevrolet Impala Fire Chief, original paint and tires. All appear to be in original played with condition. Some
splits, some flats.

363 Cast iron travel/touring bus measuring approximately 5-1/8 inches long. Appears to be original paint and parts.
364 Corgi Toys diecast toy police cars and vans. County Police Commer 3/4 Ton chassis (needs inside cleaned), Police
Commer 3/4 Ton chassis (perfectly clean inside), Ford Zephyr Motorway Patrol car, Sunbeam Imp Police, original paint
and tires. All appear to be in original played with condition. Some splits, some flats.

365 Eight Corgi Toys Classics diecast toy cars, three 1912 Rolls Royce, 1910 Renault, 1927 Bentley Le Mans, two 1910
Daimler, and 1915 Ford Model T, original paint and tires. All appear to be in original played with condition. Some splits,
some flats and oxidation.

366 Corgi Toys diecast toy cars, Plymouth Sports Sunbeam U.S. Mail station wagon, Chevrolet Impala TAXI, Oldsmobile
Super 88, Chevrolet Camaro SS, and Oldsmobile Tornado. Cars show little wear original paint and tires. Some flats, no
splits.

367 Corgi Toys diecast toy cars, 352 R.A.F. staff car Standard Vanguard in original box, Oldsmobile Super 88 H.Q. Staff car,
two Fordson 5CWT. vans, and London Taxi, original paint and tires. All appear to be in original played with condition.
No splits or flats. H.Q. car has some splotches to finish. 352 OB shows a little very light wear.

368 Corgi Toys Classics diecast toy busses in original boxes, most appearing to have never been removed from box. Boxes
show little wear, some price stickers. 98603, 98604, 97635, 98470, 98468, 98464, 98465, 98470, 98600, 98462

369 Eight Arcade cast iron food grinders, all are nickel plated except one.
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370 Corgi Toys diecast farm and construction vehicles. Massey Ferguson MF50B, two Priestman excavators, Farm Trailer,
Platform Trailer, Corgi Juniors tipper trailer, and Corgi Juniors horse trailer, original paint and tires. One excavator
missing tracks, some oxidation. No splits or flats.

371 Fifteen diecast lead airplanes, some missing propellor blades, propellors, etc. Original paint, tires, and parts. Some
marked, some unmarked.

372 Three Corgi Toys diecast toy Ford Holmes semi wrecker trucks. Played with condition, original paint and tires. No flats
or splits.

373 Five Corgi Toys diecast toy trucks, two fire, one rescue, one safari, and one semi. All are in played with condition.
Original paint and tires. No flats or splits.

374 Early Arcade cast iron farm tractor with driver and balloon tires. Original paint and tires. No splits or flats.
375 Corgi Toys diecast toy vehicles, Four Berth Caravan (one side window is broken), 233 Heinkel I, Austin Healey with
missing windshield, Lotus Elan S2 with driver, and Jaguar 2.4 litre. Original tires and paint, no splits or flats.

376 Cast iron Take-Apart coupe automobile with piano wire, Hubley? Original paint and tires. Splits and flats to three tires,
one missing a tire. Pat. Pend. and casting numbers. Measures approximately 4-7/8 inches long.

377 Corgi Toys diecast toy vehicles, E.R.F. Model 64G dump truck, E.R.F. Tunnel Cement Model 64G dump truck, Karrier
Bantam Drive Safely on Milk van, Commer 3/4 ton chassis, and E.R.F. Model 44 G with tandem trailer and loads. Trucks
other than 44G appear to be in original paint with original tires. 44G has touchups. Some flats and some splits.

378 Cast iron Take-Apart sedan in original paint and tires with piano, approximately 4 inches long.
379 Corgi Toys diecast military/space toy vehicles. Land Rover 109” W.B. two Thunderbird missiles and trollies, and Airfield
Radar. Original paint and tires, no splits or flats.

380 Ten Corgi Toys Classics diecast toy vehicles in original boxes, some never opened. Some boxes have price stickers.
96888, 96756, 97368, 98602, 98462, 98462, 97368, 97368, 98462, 97840.

381 Two cast iron trucks, both have been repainted. Hubley? Motor Express semi tractor and trailer, 1920-30’s style and
1920’s style dump truck. Motor Express has Made In USA and casting numbers. Dump truck is marked Arcade. Arcade
measures approximately 4-1/4 inches long. Semi measures approximately 7-1/2 inches long.

382 Corgi Toys diecast toy vehicle, 437 Superior Ambulance on Cadillac Chassis in original box. Original paint and tires.
Little if any wear, no flats or splits.

383 Cast iron Sedan Automobile with Pat. Pend. and casting numbers, original paint. Tires are old repro. Approximately 4-3/8
inches long.

384 Corgi Toys diecast toy vehicles, Volkswagen, Pennyburn All-Steel Trailer, 409 and 470 Jeep FC-150, Globetrotter semi,
and Land Rover 109” W.B. wrecker/tow truck.

385 Champion motorcycle with sidecar and nickel rider, original paint and tires. Motorcycle measures approximately 4 inches
long.

386 Corgi Toys diecast toy trucks and cars, two Dodge KEW Fargo Beast Carriers, Chipperfields International 6x6 truck,
Buick Regal City of Metropolis Police Dept., and Buick Regal Police car. Original paint and tires.

387 Cast iron tractor with treaded steel wheels, approximately 3-5/8 inches long.
388 Corgi Toys diecast toy cars, H.J. Mulliner Park Ward Rolls Royce Silver Shadow, Jaguar XK 120, Porsche 924, and John
Player Special F1.
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389 Tekno Scania diecast semi toy truck and trailers in original box, Made in Holland. Toys appear to have never been
removed from box. Cellophane display window has tear on one end. Box shows a little light wear.

390 Arcade cast iron McCormick-Deering threshing machine, approximately 17-1/2 inches long, not including tongue.
391 Corgi Toys Classics diecast toy trucks, busses, and more in original boxes. Some appear to have never been removed from
box, some displayed. Some boxes show light wear and price stickers. 54402, 52603, 31601, 31601, 56301, 53501, 53501,
17602, and 97084. Two Eddie Stobart Ltd and one Model Transport Depot, in original boxes, may or may not be
complete. Boxes show wear.

392 Cast iron bell ringing horse drawn hook and ladder wagon, approximately 26 inches long assembled. All appear to be in
original paint.

393 Kirk Denmark Robin Ford D-800 and Lion Car Holland No. 36 Karvan Cevitam Zwaardemaker & Co. N.V. Maarssen
Neemt Vaker Zwaardemaker semi, diecast toy trucks, original paint and tires with some oxidation on semi.

394 Tekno Made in Denmark, diecast toy Dodge Fire Car, 4-5/8 inches long with out tongue.
395 Tekno Made in Denmark, diecast toy ambulance, original paint and tires with oxidation on frame and hubs.
396 Tekno Made in Denmark diecast toy vehicles, MG missing windshield, Ford Taunus, and 415 Taunus Transit in original
paint and tires with some splits to some wheels.

397 Dinky Toys diecast toy trucks with loads. One 417 and five 418 Leyland Comet trucks. Original paint and tires with some
touchups, flats, and splits.

398 Tekno Made in Holland, diecast toy Dijco NV Delft truck and trailer in original box with very light wear, original paint and
tires. No splits or flats. Box shows a little wear. No tears in cellophane.

399 Three Dinky Supertoys diecast toy Foden trucks. Touchups to maroon truck, flats and splits on some tires. Trucks
otherwise appear to be in original paint with original tires.

400 Tekno Made in Denmark diecast toy trucks, Faxe Fad and Volvo tow/wrecker trucks. Trucks appear to be in original
condition with original tires and paint.

401 Tekno Made in Denmark diecast toy semi tank trucks, one Gulf and one Esso, Scania Vabis. Truck shwo little wear, both
should clean to look great. Both look to be original paint and tires. No flats or splits.

402 Diecast lead vehicles, Tootsietoy Gyro Plane and Barclay Tiny Tot Express streamline van, restored.
403 Four cast iron horse drawn wagon Fireman drivers, three have some to a tiny bit of original paint. Largest measures
approximately 3 inches tall.

404 Cast iron Kenton Toys horse drawn Beer wagon 5 with driver. Appears to be in original paint and parts. Measures
approximately 14-3/4 inches long.

405 Cast iron COP Indian/Harley Davidson style motorcycle with driver, sidecar, and rider. Rider is nickeled, paint and tires
appear to be original.

406 Tekno Made in Denmark diecast toy vehicles, Scania truck with lift rear axle and tandem trailer and InterConsult truck.
Small piece of rear dome on InterConsult is not original. Otherwise original paint and tires. No flats or splits.

407 Gama 3546 Magirus Deutz DL 23-12 aerial ladder fire truck diecast toy truck, Made in Western Germany. Appears to be
in original paint and tires.

408 Three Spot-On Model by Triang LWB Land Rover diecast toy trucks, two missing trim. Original paint and tires with splits
and flats. 1:42 scale, approximately 4-1/4 inches long.
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409 Two Radio Flyer tinplate/pressed steel wagons, one has a Souvenir of A Century of Progress World’s Fair Chicago, 1933
decal on underside. Both appear to be in original condition.

410 Three Arcade cast iron trailers in original paint, with original tires. Some splits and flats on Covered Wagon and Mullins
Red Cap trailers. Also included is a log trailer.

411 Dinky Toys diecast farm tractor and trailers/wagons. 301 Field Marshal and eight wagons, some marked 25G. Tiny bit of
very light surface rust starting on underside of tractor, touchups and fading to trailers, a few flats and a few splits.

412 Two Arcade cast iron grain hauler wagons for Model A tractors, approximately 6-1/8 inches long. One has
repainting/touchups and a repaired dolly wheel upright, other has missing dolly wheels but original paint. Both have decals
and nickeled spoke wheels.

413 Tootsietoy diecast lead semi tractor with four side dump ore hoppers/carts. All are repainted/restored.
414 Diecast lead Tootsietoy Mack semi tractor trucks with trailers, one marked Express, other is unmarked. Both are
repainted/restored.

415 Four Tootsietoy diecast lead toy vehicles, Dairy truck, City Fuel Company, Limousine, and Wrecker. All have been very
nicely repainted/restored.

416 Tootsietoy diecast lead toy vehicles, tour/travel bus, Mack panel/stake side truck, Mack tank truck, and sedan automobile.
Tanker may have some old repainting. Otherwise nice original paint and parts.

417 Three Tootsietoy fire trucks with solid wheels, each measures approximately 3-1/2 to 3-5/8 inches long. One has a broken
aerial, some repainting.

418 Tootsietoy diecast lead wrecker with hook in original paint and tires, flats and splits.
419 Tootsietoy diecast lead Mack truck with two side dump ore cars/hoppers. All have been repainted/restored.
420 Tootsietoy diecast lead trucks, City Fuel Company and two Long Distance Hauling semi tractor trucks with trailers, one is
covered. All are restored/repainted.

421 Tootsietoy diecast lead Mack truck with two side dump ore cars/hoppers. All have been repainted/restored.
422 1965-1966 12 inch red head GI Joe in German soldier uniform. Uniform in rotten and was not removed. Light rust on
wrist rivets, NO cracks. Pants are missing one half of fastener, helmet retains chin strap. Luger Pistol is in holster on belt
with ammo pouches.

423 Eight diecast lead Tootsietoy cars, limousines, coupes, etc. Missing grills, flats, splits, repainting, wear. Lot is sold as it is
shown in our photos with no returns.

424 Eight diecast lead Tootsietoy coupes, convertibles, etc. with repainting, touchups, flats, splits, wear, etc. Lot is sold as it is
shown in our photos with no returns.

425 Tekno Made in Denmark diecast toy bus, Lugano S. Bernardino Chur, original paint and tires. No flats or splits.
426 Cast iron steam locomotive and tender floor train pull toy. Approximately 6 inches long. Some rust, original paint and
parts.

427 Eight Tootsietoy diecast lead six wheel sedan automobiles, all restored/repainted.
428 Three diecast lead Britains 1726 Ammunition Limbers with two original boxes, one is repainted with repaired tongue.
Other two are original paint. Original tires, one spare is distorted. One missing spare. Boxes show a little very light wear.

429 Eight diecast lead Tootsietoy 4, 5, and 6 wheel automobiles, all have been restored/repainted. Group is sold as it is shown
with no returns.
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430 Four Britains diecast lead Beetle Lorry military Army trucks with original paint and tires. Two appear to have replaced
steering wheels, one is missing steering wheel, one has some crushing to radiator, some flats and splits, etc.

431 Cast iron horse drawn steam Fire engine pumper measuring approximately 20 inches long. No obvious damage or repairs.
Appears to be original paint and parts. Main body and fireman are nickel plated. Toy is unmarked.

432 Britains diecast lead military vehicle/truck, Ammunition Limber, and three figures. All appear to be in original condition
with original paint and tires. No flats or splits.

433 12 inch G.I. Joe jackets/shirts, sandbags, and raft. Clothing and sandbags are all correctly marked, some oxidation, some
rotting, rodent debris, etc. Vinyl parachute? included. Grouping is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.

434 Diecast lead Britains Army military lorry with lift/dump bed and swinging gate. Bed is a piece of cardboard. Truck and
both figures appear to be in original paint. Tires may or may not be original.

435 Two diecast lead Britains Army/military tracked Lorry trucks with one cover. Trucks show little wear, both appearing to
be in original condition with original paint.

436 12 inch G.I. Joe rifles, carbines, machine guns, bazooka, shells for bazooka, etc. One missing and one detached barrel/tip,
torn or missing shoulder straps, rodent debris, etc. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.

437 Britains 1725 and 2026 Howitzers in original boxes, original paint and tires. Very little if any wear. Boxes show a little
light wear.

438 Incredibly large grouping of cast iron road/street signs and more. All appear to be in original paint except one RR sign is
repainted. None have damage or repairs. Really neat addition to a cast iron automobile collection or layout. Twenty-nine
pieces total, none are marked.

439 Two early lead hollow/slush cast Britains automobiles with original paint and tires. Some storage grime, cars should clean
to look nice, played with. Some flats and splits to brown automobile.

440 Six vintage model kits in original boxes, unassembled or mostly unassembled with parts on sprue. Some have instructions
and decals. Boxes look very nice to very bad. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns. Monogram 7553
‘30 Ford Woody Early Iron Series, Aurora No. 492-49 Convair B36 Giant Bomber, Airfix-72 Catalina PBY-5A, Revell H
-314:129 Harbor Tug, Ford Customizing Kit The 1932 Ford Victoria, and Monogram 7539 1926 Mack Bulldog Tank
Truck.

441 Diecast lead Britains searchlight and three Howitzer cannons, in original paint with original tires. No flats or splits.
442 Hollow cast/slush mold Britains diecast lead Army/military tracked armored personal carrier with driver. Original paint,
light wear.

443 Two Cragstan Industries scale model Airport Sign Sets in original boxes with a little very light surface rust. Signs should
clean to look great. Boxes show some light wear, square and solid.

444 Cast iron horse drawn stake/open sided wagon with farmer/driver measuring approximately 14-1/2 inches long. Paint
appears to be original.

445 Corgi Toys diecast toy vehicles Scammel Scarab, 409 Jeep FC-150, elevator, and Massey Ferguson MF50B. Jeep has
some touchups, otherwise original paint and tires. Elevator tires have some very tight splits.

446 Corgi Toys diecast toy trucks, Bedford Tractor Unit with Carrimore Machinery Carrier and Commer 5 ton truck with two
trailers, all with 1485 Planks loads. Bedford and trailer need cleaned. Commer and trailers have repainting and one trailer
is missing tires, some splits, mismatched tires. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.

447 Corgi Toys diecast toy automobile in original box, 418 Austin Taxi. Little wear. Original paint and tires. No flats or
splits. Box shows little wear.
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448 Grouping of very early cast iron road/street signs. Two are marked Arcade. Two are restored, one with an Arcade decal.
Tallest sign measures approximately 6-3/4 inches tall. Flag pole measures approximately 8-1/4 inches tall.

449 Eleven cast iron figures, Popeye, Oliveoyl, Whimpy, Aunt Jemima, and others. Group is sold as it is shown with no
returns. Tallest figure measures approximately 4-1/4 inches tall.

450 Corgi Toys diecast toy 1401 Elevating Service Ramp in original box with insert. Ramp shows very light wear. Box is
missing two inner flaps, insert is present. Box is fairly square and solid.

451 Hubley cast iron Indian motorcycle with driver and side car. No armor shield, no rider. Tires have flats and spits. Appears
to be in original paint.

452 12 inch G.I. Joe helmets, boots, holsters, belts, and more. All are original, most correctly marked. Some rodent debris,
oxidation, etc. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.

453 Slush cast/hollow mold WWI style airplanes, Tootsietoy?, some have numbers on the top center of wings. Largest plane
measures approximately 3-3/4 inches long and 3 inches wide.

454 Corgi Toys diecast farm toys in original box showing no wear. 51 box shows no wear, 72 box shows light wear. 51
Massey-Ferguson 30 CWT Trailer and 72 Ford 5000 Super Major Tractor with Trenching Bucket.

455 Diecast/hollow cast lead Barclay and Manoil sailor, soldier, pilot, knight, more. Coast Artillery Bat. B, Tank Corps Co. A,
Infantry Co B, Infantry Co. C and other tents. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.

456 Corgi Major diecast toy 1111 Massey-Ferguson 780 Combine Harvester in original paint, very little wear. One rear tire has
a small flat. Box lid has a split corner. Square and solid. Lid is personalized Greg.

457 Diecast lead Britains soldiers, some with moveable arms. Some lead soldiers that look like Chinese, some marked made in
Japan. Howitzer cannon is marked Japan. Some soldiers look repainted, some are damaged/missing parts. Group is sold
as it is shown in our photos with no returns.

458 Diecast lead Tootsietoy TS 310 Z Buck Rogers Flash Blast Attack Spaceship in original paint with original tires.
459 Midgetoy Spaceship Space Ship car in original paint with original tires. One tire has two very small nicks/chips.
460 Kilgore WWI tank with rubber tracks and nickeled turret, Caterpillar bulldozer with rubber tracks. Paint and tracks
appear to be original. Tank measures approximately 2-1/2 inches long. Bulldozer has a split track.

461 Diecast lead Britains Howitzer cannon, measuring approximately 13-3/4 inches long and appearing to be complete and in
original paint with original tires and parts. Included are cannon parts.

462 Large group of diecast lead Tootsietoy vehicles, cars, trucks, camper trailers, airplanes, and more. Broken, missing parts,
no paint, etc. Group is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.

463 Wilesco Live Steam Traction Engine and two Mamod wagons, boiler has been fired. Needs cleaned. Small amount of
light surface rust. Appears complete.

464 Horse drawn cast iron Arcade grain wagon with rubber tires and driver, original paint and tires. Measures approximately
10-5/8 inches long. Decal in wagon bed is slightly chipped. One rear tire has some splitting at hub, still firmly attached.

465 MTH Cragstan reproduction of the Mr. Atomic robot. Both boxes included and all paperwork. Robot is factory wrapped in
the OB C10.

466 Dinky Toys diecast vehicles in original paint, some light surface rust on some undercarriage.
467 Dinky Toys diecast cars, 24V Buick Roadmaster and 24K Simca Chambord in original paint, Simca has original tires with
flats and splits.
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468 Dinky Toys diecast cars, two are repainted for sure, one is questionable. Buick and Oldsmobile are repainted. Silver sedan
with suicide doors has fantastic paint, some chips to fenders, your call.

469 Diecast Corgi Toys 1112 Corporal Guided Missile on Mobile Launcher in original box with insert. Missile has bent and
cracked open end, mounting piece is loose, deterioration to nose. Missile also has writing on sides. Launcher may have
incorrect tongue. Box lid has split corner, otherwise very square and solid.

470 Early cast iron floor pull toy, horse drawn trolley measuring approximately 9-5/8 inches long. Originally nickel plated,
some missing, some light surface rust. Toy is unmarked with no casting numbers.

471 Eighteen AHL 1:64 diecast trucks, new in original packages.
472 Gescha Liebherr boom crane truck diecast toy, scale not marked. Measures approximately 12-1/4 inches long with boom
closed, boom extends approximately 14-5/8 inches. Toy shows little wear.

473 NZG No. 152 Grove boom crane truck 1:55 diecast toy, shows light dirt and a little very light wear. Toy measures
approximately 11-3/4 inches long with boom in.

474 Diecast Budgie Toys Wolseley Police Car and Towing Tender and Breakdown Truck. Original paint and tires. Tow truck
has some very small touchups.

475 Diecast lead toy cars, No. 708 convertible coupe and lumber? truck. Original played with condition with original tires and
paint. Car measures approximately 4-3/4 inches long.

476 Diecast Politoys No. 567 Oldsmobile Toronado automobile in original paint and tires with a tiny bit of wear. 1:43 scale
477 Diecast Politoy No. 525 250 Le Mans Pininfarina automobile in original paint and tires. Car needs cleaned.
478 Solido Alfa-Romeo Giulietta Spider 1:43 diecast car with little wear, original paint and tires.
479 Corgi Toys E Type Jaguar silver/chrome diecast race car in original finish and tires. Light wear. No flats or splits.
480 Tekno Made in Denmark, Mercedes Benz 300 SL diecast toy car in original paint and tires. Hairlines in roof, no flats or
splits.

481 Schuco Micro Racer 1044 Porsche Carrera, working motor and steering. Original finish, parts, and tires. No key.
482 Mebetoys A-20 Lamborghini Miura P400 1:43 diecast automobile, needs cleaned. Little wear, original paint and tires.
483 Mebetoys A-27 Ferrari P4 1:43 scale diecast car, original paint and tires. Needs a light cleaning.
484 Tekno Made in Denmark diecast toy Volkswagen Beetle, original paint and tires. Roof is repainted.
485 Two diecast lead Matchbox toy trucks, No. 38 Karrier Refuse Collector Cleansing Department and an ERF panel side flat
bed truck. Trucks show no wear, original paint. Gray truck measure approximately 2-3/8 inches long.

486 National Cash Register cast iron desktop paperweight measures approximately 2-1/4 inches tall and 2-3/4 inches wide.
Original paint, some chips.

487 Matchbox by Lesney construction toys diecast vehicles, No. 4 stake truck, 69 Tractor Shovel, 18 Caterpillar bulldozer, 1
Caterpillar Scraper, 18 Caterpillar bulldozer (missing a track). Original paint and tires. Stake truck has small touchups,
others need some cleaning.

488 Diecast metal cars, some marked Lesney, some just made in England, Matchbox? No. 15 Austin A95 Westminster
Countryman, No. 32 Jaguar XK140, No. 47 1 Ton Trojan Van, and Rover 108 Rovermatic. Original paint and wheels,
little wear.
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489 Two diecast Matchbox Car Transporter, Accessory Pack No. 2, one has Car Collection Ltd. decals. Both show a little very
light wear, original paint and wheels.

490 Cast iron Mack semi tractor truck with tandem axles with dual wheels. Hard to see, but frame is broken on one side, truck
is still intact. Tires and paint are original. Tires have splitting. Truck is marked Made In USA and has casting numbers.
Arcade or Hubley? Measures approximately 9 inches long.

491 Diecast Matchbox made by Lesney toy cars, No. 33 Ford Zephyr 6, two 54 S&S Cadillac Ambulance (older variation has
small touchups), 32 E Type Jaguar, 12 Volkswagen Micorbus, and No. 60 Morris Builders Supply Company J2 Pickup,
original paint and wheels. No wear to light wear.

492 Matchbox by Lesney diecast toy trucks, 58 Girder Truck, two Leyland 10 Pipe Trucks, 10 Pipe Truck Ergonomic Cab, 44
Refrigerator Truck G.M.C., 25 Petrol Tanker, and 11 Mercedes Scaffolding Truck, original paint and tires. No wear to
very little wear.

493 Matchbox by Lesney diecast toy cars, 15 Volkswagen 1500 saloon, 42 Studebaker Lark Wagonaire, 64 M.G. 1100, and 67
Volkswagen 1600 TL, original paint and wheels. Studebaker has repainted roof. Very light to no wear.

494 Nine diecast toy Matchbox by Lesney vehicles, No. 31 Caravan, 7 VW Golf, 52 Police Launch, 72 SRN6 Hovercraft, two
61 Alvis Stalwart, and Toyota Supra 1982 1:60. Very little to very light wear, original paint and tires.

495 Matchbox by Lesney diecast toy trucks, three No. 49 Unimog, 30 8 wheel crane, 70 Grit Spreading truck. Trucks show
very little to no wear. Original paint and tires.

496 Cast iron Kenton trailer and Arcade scraper pan, toys. Both have original paint and tires. Kenton trailer measures
approximately 5-3/4 inches long. Kenton has flats.

497 Diecast Matchbox by Lesney No. 3 Bedford 7-1/2T tipper in original box, looks new, no wear. Original paint and wheels.
Box shows a skinned spot on end flap, super square and solid otherwise. 3B2

498 Diecast Matchbox by Lesney No. 5 BP visco-static double decker London Routemaster bus in original box, looks new with
no wear. Original paint and tires. Box shows no wear. 5B8

499 Diecast Matchbox by Lesney No. 74 Mobile Canteen in original box, looks new, no wear. Box shows no wear, partial
removal of original price sticker. Original paint and tires. 74A4

500 Diecast Matchbox made by Lesney No. 56 Peardrax Trolley Bus in original box, looks new with no wear. Original paint
and tires. Box shows little wear. 56A5

501 Diecast Matchbox made by Lesney No. 35 Marshall Horse Box MK7 looks new showing no wear. Box shows no wear.
Original paint and tires, horse inside truck. 35A7

502 Cast iron Hubley Indian 4 cylinder Police motorcycle with rider. Original paint and tires. Some rust on spokes and rims,
flat spots and splits to tires, super nice Indian decals. Motorcycle measures approximately 9-1/4 inches long.
Clicker/engine noise maker still one front wheel.

503 Diecast Matchbox Made By Lesney No. 42 Evening News Van in original box, looks new/like new showing little wear,
needs a little very light cleaning. Original paint and tires. Box shows no wear, partial removal of price sticker. 42A4

504 Diecast Matchbox made by Lesney No. 25 Volkswagen Sedan in original box looks new showing no wear. Original paint
and wheels. Box shows a tiny little tear to an end flap. 25B3

505 Diecast Matchbox No. 34 Volkswagen Microbus, Matchbox International Express van in original box looks new showing
no wear. Original paint and tires. Box shows a little very light wear. 34A6

506 Diecast Matchbox made by Lesney No. 53 Aston Martin in original box looks new showing no wear. Original paint and
tires. Box shows little wear, partial price sticker removal.
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507 Diecast lead Matchbox made by Lesney Accessory Pack No. 1 A-1 Esso Pumps and Forecourt Sign in original box, looks
new showing no wear. Box has nick at flap, torn inner flap, otherwise square and solid. Original paint. Chipping to Esso
sign decals.

508 Diecast Matchbox made by Moko Lesney No. 70 Thames Estate Car in original box looks new showing no wear. Box
shows no wear, partial removal of price sticker.

509 Diecast Matchbox Lesney No. 33 Lamborghini Miura P 400 in original box looks new showing no wear. Original paint
and wheels. Box shows no wear.

510 Two diecast Matchbox Lesney Esso gas pump islands with attendants and two signs. Tiny bit of chipping to decals only on
pump islands. No wear to paint on pump islands. Signs have some chipping to decals. One sign has no wear to paint.
Also included is the diecast metal Matchbox Sales and Service Station banner.

511 Dinky Toys diecast toy car No. 167 A.C. Acea with surface rust on chassis, flats and splits to tires. Original paint.
512 Diecast toy car, Matchbox Lesney No. 30 6 wheel crane in original box looks new showing no wear. Original paint and
wheels. Box shows no wear. 30B3

513 Diecast toy car, Dinky Toys Morris 10 CWT Van, Have a Capstan in original paint and tires Very light wear to finish and
minor flats to tires. Nice example.

514 Early floor pull toy. Highly detailed, hand painted, cast iron horses, drawbar, and front axle set for...? Horses are done in
white paint with gold trim/hardware, appropriate for a Fire steam pumper/ladder wagon... Frame is marked Made In USA
3316. Measures approximately 9-5/8 inches. Appears to be original paint.

515 12 inch G.I. Joe flame thrower, radios, ammo cans, signal placards, hand grenades, wire rolls, maps container, potato
masher hand grenades, etc. Some rodent debris, tiny bit of missing material on a placard, etc. Grouping is sold as it is
shown in our photos with no returns.

516 Diecast toy car, Matchbox Lesney No. 42 Studebaker Station Wagon with hunter and dog in original box looks new
showing no wear. Box has had something spilled on it and some residue remains. Box is solid with a little very light wear.

517 Two DGM, Made in England diecast toy trucks, Hovis for Tea and Hornby Trains. Hovis has flat front tires. No wear to
finish.

518 Diecast Matchbox Lesney No. 51 tipping trailer in original box, new, shows no wear, parts on sprue. Box shows little
wear.

519 Two nickel plated drivers for cast iron boat/race cars. Larger pair of driver and mechanic measure approximately 1-13/16
inches wide with casting numbers on back.

520 Diecast Matchbox Lesney No. 20 Chevrolet Impala Taxi-Cab in original box looks new showing no wear. Original paint
and tires. Box is missing an end flap.

521 Three very early and very unique cast iron hand painted drivers for different vehicles. Red and blue looks like a Kenton
Fire fighter figure for a horse drawn or steam powered unit. One looks like it might be military. The smallest has curled?
hands that might be for a horse drawn type of vehicle or wagon/cart. Fire Fighter figure measures approximately 4-1/2
inches tall and appears to be in original paint with very light wear. Sitting military? figure measures approximately 3-1/4
inches tall with some original paint. Figure with curled hands measures approximately 2-5/8 inches tall with some original
paint.

522 Two diecast Matchbox Lesney British Petroleum BP gas pump islands with attendants and signs. Pump islands need
cleaned, little wear to paint. Signs have little wear, need same light cleaning.

523 Peerless electric motor Warren, OH cast iron desk top paperweight. Measures approximately 2-3/8 inches wide, 1-3/4
inches tall.
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524 Diecast Matchbox Lesney No. 31 Ford Station Wagon in original box looks new showing no wear. Original paint and
wheels. Box shows little wear. 31B3

525 Holt electrical motor desk top paper weight Milwaukee, WI. Cast iron, measures approximately 2-3/8 inches wide and 2
inches tall.

526 Seven cast iron drivers, Arcade/Hubley/Kenton? nickeled and painted. These are bus, truck, limousine...? drivers. Not
tractor or cars? Note style of hats. Two drivers might be missing/partially missing mounting nib. One has some rust, paint
is original.

527 Diecast Dinky Toys Austin Healey with windshield (cracked). Car has original paint. Tires don’t match.
528 Five Dinky Toys gas pumps, two have Shell shell pump heads and appear to be “visible” pumps with hand cranks. One
green pump has original hose and wire nozzle. All are in original paint.

529 Diecast Matchbox Lesney Models of Yesteryear, Y-1 1911 Model T Ford in original box looks new with no wear. Front
seat is loose, not broken, didn’t get glued? Original paint and tires. No flats or splits. Box shows no wear.

530 Diecast Dinky Toys 27F Woody Wagon Estate Car in original paint with original tires. Paint has a few pin point paint
chips, super nice. Tires have some oxidation but don’t appear to have any flats or splits. Frame has some very light
surface rust.

531 Diecast Dinky Toys 49F Esso Petroleum pump island with signs. Two islands and signs, both in original paint. One island
has mounting? holes drilled, one at each end. Also included is a partial island.

532 Diecast Dinky Toys No. 111 Triumph TR2 number 29 race car with windshield and driver. Car is in original paint with
original tires. Flats and splits. Car shows very light wear, needs a little cleaning.

533 Diecast Dinky Toys No. 25D Citroen 2CV Fourgonette Fire Service van. Original paint and tires. Flats. Very little wear
to paint.

534 Diecast Dinky Toys No. 109 Austin-Healey number 23 race car with windshield and driver. Car is in original paint with
original tires. Car shows very little wear or loss to paint, needs a little cleaning. Couple tires show micro cracks.

535 Diecast Tootsietoy Wrigley’s Spearmint Gum, REA delivery truck in original paint with original tires. Tires are
reproduction.

536 Diecast Dinky Toys No. 107 Sunbeam Alpine race car number 26 with windshield and driver. Original paint.
537 Nostalgic Miniatures diecast Toledo Toy Show June 4, 1978 Maumee, OH. Car shows no wear.
538 Diecast Dinky Toys No. 238 Jaguar Type D race car with driver in original paint. Tires are not correct. Rust on frame.
539 Five nickeled cast iron tractor/dozer drivers, or other vehicles. Some surface rust on some. Some have casting numbers.
One has something on top of his right foot. Two have a square nut under seat. Tallest measures approximately 3 inches
tall.

540 Diecast Dinky Toys No. 261 Telephone Service Van in original paint with original tires. Tires flats and splits. Rust on
frame.

541 Dinky Toys diecast lead British taxi-cab, touchups to black paint. Distortion to one tire.
542 Corgi Toys diecast Chevrolet Corvette Sting Ray, 1963 split rear window (split has been removed). Original paint and
tires.

543 Diecast Matchbox Lesney No. 58 New Model Drott Excavator tracked diesel tractor vehicle in original box looks new
showing no wear. Original paint and tracks. No splits in tracks. Box shows a little very light wear. 58B4
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544 Diecast Matchbox Lesney Models of Yesteryear Y-4 1909 Opel Coupe in original box looks new showing no wear.
Original paint and tires. Box shows no wear.

545 Arcade cast iron McCormick-Deering threshing machine floor pull toy. Original paint. Measures approximately 18-1/2
inches long.

546 Diecast Dinky Toys No. 195 Jaguar 3.4 litre automobile, original paint and tires. No flats or splits.
547 Diecast Dinky Toys No. 150 Rolls-Royce Silver Wraith luxury automobile in original paint with original tires. Tiny bit of
surface rust on an axle end and frame.

548 Diecast Dinky Toys No. 27F Woody Wagon Estate Car, original paint and tires. A little light surface rust on frame.
549 Arcade/Hubley nickel plated cast iron hand tools child’s toys. Shovel, pry bar, square, hatchet, sledge hammer, crescent
wrench, hoe, garden rake, pipe wrench, pick ax. Some varying rust. 21 pieces.

550 Hubley cast iron Indian twin motorcycle with Parcel Post side car in original paint with original tires. Tires have flats and
splits. This is a floor pull toy. Measures approximately 9-3/4 inches long. Small amount of lost material to one side of
handlebars.

551 Arcade/Hubley? possibly others, cast iron drivers for tractor, bus, horse drawn wagon, truck, and other vehicles. Some
nickel, some painted.

552 Arcade/Hubley nickel plated cast iron hand tools child’s toys. Shovel, pry bar, draw knife, sledge hammer, ball peen
hammer, hoe, pick ax. Tommy gun with drum clip. Some varying rust. 26 pieces.

553 Diecast Matchbox Lesney No. 37 Coca-Cola Coke Lorry in original box looks new showing no wear. Original paint and
tires. Box has old piece of Scotch tape, little wear.

554 Diecast Corgi Toys No. 153 Proteus Campbell Bluebird land speed record style car, original paint and tires.
555 Diecast Dinky Toys advertising/delivery van for Dinky Toys. Original paint and tires. Van has some small touchups. One
tire is deteriorated.

556 Diecast Corgi Juniors 007 Lotus Esprit futuristic automobile toy, original paint and tires.
557 Siku 267 Oldsmobile Toronado diecast toy car, original paint and tires. Little wear, car needs a little light cleaning.
558 Diecast Dinky Toys Nash Rambler station wagon toy car in original paint with original tires.
559 Diecast Matchbox Lesney Major Pack M-9, Cooper-Jarrett semi tractor truck with tandem trailers in partial original box.
Truck and trailers are in original paint with original tires. Box is only lid, light wear.

560 Schuco Piccolo 716 NSU Fiat Spyder diecast toy car, original paint and tires.
561 Diecast Dinky Toys Dublo AEC Mercury Shell Petrol tanker truck, original paint and tires.
562 Budgie Model No. 56 Hertz Truck Rental diecast toy, original paint and tires.
563 Tootsietoy diecast lead toy No. 1010 Wrigley’s Spearmint delivery truck in original paint. Very light chipping to decals,
otherwise no wear. Axles and tires are reproduction.

564 Japanese lithographed tinplate land speed record in original box fantastic lithography with no wear. Original tires. Winds
up and works. Marked TM on one side, Kosuge on other side. Box is missing flaps.

565 Cast iron floor pull toy, SAND & GRAVEL dump bed wagon and horses with driver. One rear appears to have been
repaired and repainted. Nickel plated shovel included Driver was silver painted. Bed is marked Made In USA with
casting numbers. Kenton, Arcade, Hubley, Dent?
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566 Diecast lead Dinky Toys truck with long dump bed with swinging gate, original paint and tires. One tire has flat.
567 Dinky Supertoys 960 Albion Chieftain cement mixer, diecast toy. Original paint and tires. A few small touchups, tight
splits in tires.

568 Tootsietoy diecast lead streamlined land speed record style race car in original paint, looking new with no wear.
569 Diecast Matchbox Lesney No. 2 Accessory Pack Car Collection Ltd. Bedford Car Transporter in original box looks new
with no wear. Original paint and tires. Box is missing an end flap. Included is a Car Transporter trailer in original paint
with original tires, no truck, no box.

570 Diecast Dinky Toys 254 Austin Taxi-Cab, original paint and tires. Flats and splits.
571 Diecast Matchbox Lesney M-9 Inter State Double Freight set in original box, shows a little very light wear. Box shows a
little very light wear. Set looks near new. Semi tractor truck and both Cooper-Jarrett trailer vans are in original paint with
original tires.

572 Dinky Toys Dublo Austin Taxi original paint and tires. Shows very little wear. Box has a skinned spot from price sticker
removal, otherwise little wear.

573 Two Dinky Toys Dublo trucks, Austin & Bedford, original paint and tires. Very little wear.
574 Diecast Dinky Toys Dublo 069 Harris Ferguson tractor in original box looks new showing no wear. Original paint and
tires. Box shows light wear.

575 Diecast Dinky Toys Dublo 064 Austin Lorry, truck and box look brand new.
576 Diecast Dinky Toys Dublo 068 Royal Mail Truck in original box. One tiny chip on a front fender, otherwise no wear.
Original paint and tires. Box shows little wear.

577 Mini Mite Road Master Impy Super Cars Manufactured Expressly For S.S. Kresge Co. Made in England, Lone Star No. 10
Jaguar MKX in original box looks new showing no wear. Box is missing a tuck flap.

578 Diecast Dinky Toys Dublo 064 Austin Lorry showing little wear in original box. Original paint and tires. Box shows little
wear.

579 Dinky Toys Dublo 054 Railway Station Personnel in original plastic bin. All looks new, no wear. Package shows very
light storage/surface wear to be expected.

580 Diecast Dinky Toys Dublo 063 Commer Van in original box looks new showing no wear. Original paint and tires. Box
has missing flaps, tape repaired end flap. Square and solid.

581 Diecast Budgie Toys Hippo-20H9 Coal and Coke truck, original paint and tires.
582 General Motors Frigidaire Ice Cream chest freezer. Commercial style for a store with six separate compartment doors on
lid, advertising or salesman sample, paper weight, child’s toy?. Unmarked diecast metal. Lid is nickel plated. Very neat
piece.

583 Diecast Dinky Toys No. 828 Jeep with rocket carrier and driver in original box, looks new showing no wear. Box is square
and solid.

584 Diecast Dinky Toys Dublo 076 Lansing Bagnall tractors & trailers. Two tractors and three trailers in original paint and
tires. Little wear.

585 Tomica No. 40 and F2 Ambulances diecast toy cars, little wear. Original paint.
586 Benbros Qualitoy Semi tractor with flat bed trailer, little wear. Original paint and wheels.
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587 Diecast toy truck marked Lesney England, resembles a cable operated dump truck with tandem axles and tow hitch. Looks
new showing no wear. Original paint and wheels. Measures approximately 55mm long.

588 Diecast Dinky Toys Dublo Bedford Articulated flat trucks and trailers. Four trucks, with wheel variations and three trailers
with wheel variations. One truck has some small touchups.

589 Diecast Matchbox Lesney No. 8 Caterpillar Bulldozer with chain tracks. Original paint and parts.
590 Diecast Budgie Models No. 57 REA Express Parcel Delivery Van, original paint and tires, little wear.
591 Diecast Dinky Toys Dublo Harris Ferguson farm tractors, both show no wear. Original paint and wheels.
592 Diecast Lone Star Tuf-Tots Citroen 1:86 number 2 race car with windshield and driver, original paint and tires. Race car
with tow hitch?.

593 Two diecast Dinky Toy Dublo pickup trucks. One is repainted. One is original, looks new, showing no wear.
594 Two Dinky Toys Dublo trucks, Austin & Bedford, original paint and tires. Very little wear.
595 1969 Dinky Toys, 1962 Matchbox Series, and a partial Matchbox catalogs.
596 Bandai Japan, Japanese lithographed tinplate Volkswagen Beetle toy car.
597 Five diecast toy oil bins, Britains and Dinky. Shell, Pratts, and Castrol. Some small touchups.
598 Lesney Lambretta, two Tekno Vespa, plastic moped. One Tekno is missing the kick start.
599 Eight Dinky Toys diecast tire racks with tires. 083 and 095 empty boxes. Two 787 lighting kits in original boxes, one
factory taped shut.

600 Diecast Tootsietoy Service Island with gas pumps, oil display, and signs. Three car lifts. One car/truck jack. All appear to
be in original paint.

